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ACCOUNTABILITY.'
.

'The following portions of this Report of' Investigation (Case No.-1-91-011): ~ '

;

will.not be included-inLthe material placed.in the PDR. They consist of pages'

f3.through 88.~
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! APPLICABLE ~ REGULATIONS- 1
. ,

# A11eaation No. li Boston Edison C-an" was aware of the arrival time of the
~

Massachusettu- National: Guard to the Wel' eslav Recention Center. and did not
nrovide c h ete and accurate information to the NRC in their October 4. 1990.
' atter and the9r February 21. 1991. letter

m* ' A11ecation' No. 2: Contrary to informat- olt arovided by the Boston Edison.. .
.

Ca=aany, tie Massac tunettu Denar+= ant of >u slic Works staff wou' d not assiht _
the Massac musotts Nat'ona' Guard in monitorina and decontaminatdon-act'vit'es., ,

.

at the Wellestav Recention Center f

A11eaation No. 3:~ Contrary to-informatdon orovided by the Boston Edison
Ca=aanv. the Massac tusetts Denartment of Public Works staff had not received
hands on trainina on how to oerform mon 1torina or decontaminat'on activities

50.9 Completeness and accuracy of information-(1990 and 1991 Editions)'

(a) Information provided to the Commission by an applicant _for a
license or by a licensee or information required by statute or by the i

.Comnission's regulations, orders,. or license conditions to be maintained |

by the applicant or the licensee shall be complete. and-accurate in all .I
'

material respects.
i
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LIST OF ACRONYMSm
...

- BECo ! Boston Edison Company
EOC? - Emergency Operations Center
EP Emergency.P1anning-

:EPZ ' Emergency. Planning Zone
ETE ' Evacuation Time Estimate
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

.. KLD . KLD Associates .

.

MCDA* Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency-"~ ..

MDPW Massachusetts Department of~Public Works /
MEMA* Massachusetts. Emergency Management Agency

-NFI- Not Fully Identified
NH Newman & Holtzinger, P.C.:(law fire)
NRC . U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission . .

NUREG-0654 Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological., Emergency
Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants L

OI Office of Investigations, NRC
PNPS Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. .

PSE Pilgrin' Station Evacuation Time Estimate and Traffic Management-
Plan Update, Rev.1, July 15,1989

RERP Radiological Emergency Response Plan ,

STARC Massaciiusetts National Guard Headquarters, State Area Command .
TMP Traffic Management Plans in Support of Reception Centers for the

Pilgrim Nuclear Fower Station, Rev. 1, September 22,fl989
Tr Transcript Iten
WRC Wellesley Reception Center

Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency was formerly known'as the-*

Massachusetts Civil Defense Agency

.

.

,
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. t
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f Company.(BECo) . . . . . . . .... . . . ... . . . . . .:. . . . . .34A-
.

.

,
. .

'

CERR0NE, Salvatore C;, Lieutenant' Colonel, Director of Logistics-
J Massachusetts ~ National . Guard (MNG) .......t. . . . .1 . . .t . .c 27

'

.

CONN 0RS, Robert L., CW3, Plans and '0perations 'Section, . . .- .:.. . .. . 25
.

a

DAVIS, GeorgeLW., Executive Vice President - Operations, BEco, former Senior- y;
Vice President - Nuclear, BEco' . . . . . ...... .-. . . . . . .:... . 44*

,

EICHHORN, Jr., Carroll E. "Ike," Independent Consultant, and Fo'rmer ,

Consultant, BECo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'40 !

4

ERICKSON, Robert A., Chief Emergency Preparedness Branch, NRR,'NRC,
Headquarters ....................~.:..'14-.. . . .

d
. . . . . . . 16 & 16AFLEMING, Jane A., Self-employed, Title Examiner >

. . .

FORBES,-Sr.,. Douglas P., Director of-Planning, Massachusetts Emergency . . 1

Management ' Agency (MEMA) . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .,. . . . . 32
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FRATTO, Edward S.,' Assistant Director Nuclear Safety Program,'MEMA and former j

Regional Planner, MEMA . . . . . . . . . . ... ... .-. . . . .:. . . 33 ;
,

GABALDON, Julia C., Community Representative, BEco, an'd former Regional; J
Planner, MEMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 22 j... ..

GAVIGAN, David W.,' Colonel (Assistant' Adjutant General), MNG -30, 45, & 45A.
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..

IARROBINO, Frederick W., Director of Equipment and Material Resources, )
Massachusetts Department of.Public WorksL(MDPW) . . . . . . .~. . 63 i

.

KISZKA, Richard T., Colonel, Chief, Plans and Operations Division, MNG .. 29
5

LANDRY, Paul M., Captain,' Cousanding Officer, 272nd Chemical Defense Company,'

MNG,'and former Company Detachment Officer and Company Operations
... 23Officer (Lieutenant), 272nd Chemical Defense Company, MNG. . . . .

LAWLESS, Margaret E., Senior Policy Advisor to the Chief of the Radiological
Preparedness Division, FEMA, Headquarters . . . . ... . . . . . 39. .
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' ~ DETAILSOF'INVESTIGATIdN
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'

Purnose"of Investiaation

-This investigation was; initiated by the Office of Investigations (01), U.S. |

Nuclear Regulatory Coimuission (NRC), Field. Office, Region I, on October 22,
BEco) intentionally violated NRC !

:1991, to determine if Boston-Edison Company (d accurate information in. letters >

regulations by failing to~ provide complete an*

~to the NRC dated October 4, 1990, and February 21,~1991, and in oral !

statements to the NRC on February 25, 1991.- f |m
-'

,

-"

Background

!On' September'6, 1990, the NRC held a public meeting'in Plymouth, .

:iMassachusetts, to obtain information from private citizens and public
officials concerning the current state of offsite radiological emergency |

1planning and preparedness around the Pilgrim Nuclear. Power Station (PNPS)
1(Exhibit I and Exhibit 2,-p. 3).

12, 1990, James TAYLOR, NRC's Executive Director for'0perations |On September
(EDO), infomed the Commission that he was establishing a special' task force

-

to review the assertions and documents presented to the NRC. staff at the- 1
'

September 6, 1990, public meeting. One of the' mandates of the task force was i

to recommend whether the NRC r.hould reconsider its reasonable assurance
!

finding for PNPS (Exhibit 2, p. 3) :
.

'

In a letter' dated September 14,.1990, addressed to Ralph G. BIRD, Senior' Vice
President - Nuclear, BEco, the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation- !

requested that. BECo analyze the transcript. from the September 6,1990,~ public ;

meeting and the report issued by the Federal Emergency Management Agency-
(FEMA), titled " Final Exercise Assessment .- October.12-13,1989." .Within -
thirty days of the date of the letter, BEco'was to provide the NRC with an
analysis of the September public meeting, and the~ FEMA Exercise Assessment and .

a plan to correct issues identified as a result of their analysis of the 1

documents (Exhibit 3). .

In a letter dated October 4,1990, from BEco, submitted under the signature-of
BIRD, addressed to the NRC, BEco forwarded'its-basic findings and conclusions

h.
'

as a result of the analysis. BECo found that:
.

. . . The National Guard unit estimates that an advance party could be"

at the facility'in one to four hours, with the remaining personnel.-
arriving at intervals up to six to twelve hours . . . The first evacuees
arriving at Wellesley would occur at approximately five to six hours
after the evacuation'had been announced to the public ~. . . the

.

Wellesley reception center would be activated and prepared to receive
'

|

evacuees by the Department of Public Works employees stationed at that j

facility, before the National Guard arrives _ . . . The MCDA is currently- |c
_'

meeting with DPW personnel and the Massachusetts National Guard, the
individuals who would staff the reception center in the event of-an i

i

emergency at Pilgrim . . ." (Exhibit 4, pp. 18, 19, and 23).
.
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On November 7,1990, the NRC task force interviewed Colonel David W. GAVIGAN,
Massachusetts National Guard (MG), at the Wellesley Reception Center (WRC). .

,

'GAVIGAN could not give an exact estimate of the time it would take for

case scenario, 4 to 6 hours would be required,'.He did state that for a bestNational Guard personnel to arrive at the WRC.'

and for a worst case, 8 to 12
hours might be required. He said the best case would be at night when most ;

.

- \ guard members are home and the worst case would be during the day when most |*

guard members.are at work or in school. Frederick W. IARR0BINO, Director of
Equipment and_ Material Resources, Massachusetts Department of Public Works -

-

(EPW), who was present during the discussion, indicated th4t.the EPW staff'

were not trained to perfom monitoring and decontamination activities, and
further, would not perform those duties (Exhibit 2, pp. 8 and 9).'

I In a letter dated February 21, 1991, from BEco, submitted under the signature .

; - of G. W. DAVIS, Senior Vice President-Nuclear, addressed to the NRC, BECo said .

j that they had recently conducted an analysis of the mobilization times of the
MNG to the WRC and the arrival time of the general public at the WRC. The
analysis, dated February 15, 1991, disclosed that:

,

Based upon recent conversations between Colonel GAVIGAN (MNG) and"
. . .

members of sqy staff . . . the MNG can have at least 10 people at ,

Wellesley within about one hour of notification. Within about two-

,
hours, the MNG can have at least 20 personnel at Wellesley and within,
about three hours of notification, 40 MNG personnel can be at Wellesley. 1i

Finally, within about four hours of notification, the full complement of :i

MNG personnel (48) assigned to perform the monitoring, and .!
decentamination of evacuees at Wellesley . . .-will be at the l

facility . . ." (Exhibit 5, p. 6). -!

The letter indicated that as a result of the analysis, BEco had determined
that the October 4, 1990, response contained an inaccurate statement on.the
evacuee time estimate. BECo anticipated that the first evacuees would arrive ,

at Wellesley ". . . within the first 1 1/2 to 21/2 hours after the EBSi ,

evacuation order . . .' (Exhibit 5, p. 1).

On February 25, 1991, in Plymouth, Massachusetts, the NRC task force held a
'

public meeting with BEco as part of the fact finding study on offsite i

iemergency preparedness at PNPS. . During that meeting . Ronald A. VARLEY,
Emergency Preparedness Department Manager, BEco, said that during discussions
with GAVIGAN, GAVIGAN indicated that he believed that his mobilization times
were sufficient to support the response. VARLEY said during the meeting that i

he would suspect and hope that the response times for the critical positions, -

~ were in the nature of one to two hours. VARLEY further stated that during i
several discussions with GAVIGAN, GAVIGAN believed that his mobilization times :

were significantly different than the mobilization times of the MNG for other .

types of events. VARLEY confirmed that the quotations concerning numbers of i

personnel and hours contained in the February 15, 1991, analysis were from
discussions with GAVIGAN and that they tend to be corroborated by discussions
that he had with John L. LOVERING, Acting' Director, MCDA (Exhibit 6, pp. 10,.

15, 24, and 25).
i

,

During the February 25, 1991, public meeting, Ray E. WEBER, Contract Emergency |
,
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h

LPlanner, BEco, . stated that' the head'of the DPW at the WRC had agreed for DPW !
Estaff to have the training on basic monitoring in the event that they might: '''# ,

..

have. to: assist .the MG with the initial ~ stages of monitoring. WE8ER further !
>

advised that.the DPW staff had been given' basic training on portal. monitors, ,

: but would only perform monitoring if the MG requested some assistance'fros |

: E them. VARLEY added that the people at DPW had enough basic training to step- !
,

in and' supplant some of.the MNG staff. VARLEY described this as- an additional. 3

capability and flexibility to' draw upon some of the~DPW staff until .the MNG j
4

filled in behind (Exhibit 6, pp. 21-23). i'
'f,

'In aLletter dated March 18, 1991, toEdwardE.PODOLAK,fbraerSectionChief, '
!

i"

Western Section, Emergency Preparedness Branch, NRC, and a Senior Emergency.
Preparedness Specialist on the WRC task force, GAVIGAN stated that during an 1
emergency situation many factors impact on units and iadividuals. GAVIGAN. ]:
stated that due to the many situations that occur in'a crisis the MNG cannot ,

predict or guarantee the number of personnel that will- be avail'able by a :

particular time. GAVIGAN advised that personnel may be ready to deploy.in the-
first hour; however, .those personnel may not be trained for-the mission'.
GAVIGAN advised that the unit that received the training for the mission could 1
be at an out-of-state training site and not available immediately. GAVIGANL :I-
further stated the MNG are citizen soldiers and the units nomally deploy-in 4 ;

to 8 hours (Exhibit 7). ;
><

In a letter dated April 7,1991, to A. David RODHAM, Director, Massachusetts :

Emergency Management Agency (MEMA), formerly known as MCDA, GAVIGAN further . j |

clarified' the role of the MNG. GAVIGAN indicated that the MG were not first .|
responders and that it was impossible for the MG to arrive in' a short period: :-

of time and the MNG should only be considered as a backup force to other first. g |

responders (Exhibit 8). ]
,

IOn May 16, 1991, the FEMA Region I Director, the' Director of MCDA,.and.
representatives from BEco met. The MCDA Director provided a revised procedure :

for the WRC.- The procedure contained a revised staffing chart that .,

represented the inclusion of an " Initial Response Monitoring and |

Decontamination Station Organization." Approximate 1y'32' persons would perform- I

the initial phases of monitoring and decontamination at Wellesley unti1^ the j

trained MG monitoring and decontamination personnel arrived. The 32 persons i
were a combination of staff from the MDPW, MCDA, and BEco. . BEco and MCDA
agreed that 32 persons were sufficient to staff the station until-the MNG
monitoring and decontamination personnel arrived'_(Exhibit 2, pp.10 and 11). .)

i

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: In a letter dated May 13, 1991, addressed to4
~

RODHAM, under the signature of VARLEY, BECo stated that-to assure
adequate staffing of the monitoring and decontamination station,(ES), 1

MCDA had proposed to recruit and train additional emergency workers.to j
prepare and operate the MDS until sufficient numbers of MNG personnel

|

,

arrived. A revision to the Wellesley implementing ~ procedures would- .

feature an " Initial Response MDS Organization" consisting of :
approximately 32 people to perform the initial phases of monitoring and )
decontamination at the WRC. The MDPW and the MCDA identified 20 to 25'

individuals and BEco agreed to provide approximately 20 volunteers from
its Boston area offices (Exhibit 9, pp. 1 and 2).
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> '' - iThe| task force-report dated. June 1991 disclosed that:. 1
!!*

"~. . .-Because the' National- Guard would not arrive' at the ,

*
- Wellesley Reception Center for 4 to 8 hours after notification, |

'

, the 12 hour monitoring evaluation criterion (J.12).'and the 1

m protective' measures planning standard [10 CFR 50.47(b)(10)) would- t

not have been met. This is significant because persons arriving,

at the Wellesley Reception Center, connencing within about 7chours
of an order to evacuate, would not be able to monitored (and, . if - .;

~

" 4, necessary, decontaminated). However, as| described above, the.new- j

: procedure provides (I-27) for an initial staff for monitoring and. -

1

decontamination positions until the National Guard arrives.' j
-

Therefore, the 12 hour criterion can be.~ met . . ." (Exhibit 2,. 4
'

p. 11). ,

-In a memorandum dated July 30, 1991, Ben B.' Hayes, Director,- Office of
Investigations, NRC, was notified of potential wrongdoing on.the part of BEco !

officials, concerning offsite Emergency Planning at the PNPS. The memorandum
was from Frank J. CONGEL, Director, Division of Radiation Protection and. :
Emergency Preparedness, Office of Nuclear. Reactor Regula+ ion, NRC .

(Exhibit 10). ;

On October 22, 1991, Chester W. White, Former Director, Office'of-
Investigations Field Office, Region I, NRC, initiated an investigation to

!determine if BEco provided inaccurate infomation to the NRC in letters-
addressed to'the NRC' dated October 4, 1990, and February 21, 1991, and in oral ,

statements to the NRC on February 25, 1991, regarding staffing of the WRC.by ;

.the MNG and the MDPW (Exhibit 11). q

Coordination with the NRC Staff 4

1

On February 5, 1992, Edward A. P000LAK, Jr., former Section Chief, Western ~- |-

Section, Emergency Preparedness Branch, NRCL and Team Leader, NRC task. force, R

was interviewed (Exhibit 12).- Ori February 28, 1992, Gail M. GOOD, Emergency :

Preparedness Analyst, NRC, and task force member was telephonically 1
^

interviewed (Exhibit 13). On October 6,'1992,~ Robert A. ERICKSON, Chief, ;'

Emergency Preparedness Branen, Office of Nuclear Reactor. Regulation, NRC, and ,

head of the NRC task force was interviewed (Exhibit 14).. On' January 15, 1993,
Steven A. VARGA, Director, Division of Reactor Projects I/II, NRR, NRC was

'

.i
interviewed. VARGA stated that he would have expected BEco to provide the NRC :

with all relative information that.the NRC would rely to make decisions. ;

VARGA said that it is incumbent upon the licensee to be completely forthright .

and let the NRC decide if the information is important and has a bearing upon-

the issue (Exhibit 15, pp. I and 2).
_ ;

,

1

A11eaation No. lA: Boston Edison Company was aware of the arrival time of-

the Massachusetts National Guard to the Wellesley .4

Reception Center, and did not provide complete and.,,

3 accurate information to the NRC in their October 4,

%-f 1990, letter ;

-c
,

! I
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Summary:-

I
The .following individuals''were interviewed by 01:RI on the' dates indicated-
regarding Al'egation No. IA. The. pertinent testimony provided by these
interviewees is documented in-the first of four " Evidence". sections which -

appear in this report.

Magg Position Date of Interviewisl. |

Ralph G. : BIRD Former Senior Vice President- January 7, 1993:' .

Nuclear, . BECo
'

Salvatore C. CERR0NE Lieutenant Colonel, Director June 2, .1992
of Logistics, MG 1

Robert L. CONNORS' CW3, Plans and Operations June 2,1992- i
,

Section, MNG |

Carroll E. "Ike" Independent Consultant and March 2, 1992-
EICHHORN, Jr. Former Consultant,'BEco .

E'

Robert A. ERICKSON Chief Emergency Preparedness October 4, 1992 ';

Branch, NRR, NRC, Headquarters
:

Jane A.. FLEMING Self-Employed. Title Examiner December 12, 1991 &'
January 14,.1992-'

:

Douglas P. FORBES, Sr. Director of Planning, MEMA July 22, 1992- ,

. Edward S. FRATTO Assistant Director, Nuclear July 30, 1992 l
Safety Program, MEMA-and ;

Former Regional Planner, MEMA - ;

Julia C. GABALDON Community Representative, August- 18, 1992
BEco 'and Fonner Regional
Plenner, MEMA :

:

David W. GAVIGAN Colonel (Assistant Adjutant March 18 & April 1,
General),MNG 1992 & rebruary 5, 1993

Reuben B. GOLDBLATT Principal Analyst,' September 24, 1992
,

KLD Associates, Inc.

Gail M. G000 Emergency Preparedness February 28, 1992
, .

Analyst, NRC, Region V
r

John J. HANNON General, Executive Officer, May 14, 1992
MNG

,

Richard T. KISZKA Colonel, Chief, Plans and May 14, 1992
Operations Division, MNG

Case No. 1-91-011 17
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' Captain, Commanding Officer, June 2,-1992 0~

- Paul- M. LANDRY'

272nd Chemical Defense' .- :

Company, MG and Former:>

Company: Detachment Officer.
l

,

..

and Company Operations Officer
(Lieutenant) 272nd Chemical .

],!
_

Defense Company, MG
,

<,

'3
~ Margaret E. LAWLESS Senior Policy Advisor to the' February 24,'1992 o

'

Chief of.the Radiological ,-
,

. Preparedness Division, FEMA, '

>

Headquarters

Ronald J. MARK 0VICH - Offsite Emergency- August |19, 1992- ;

1

' Preparedness Division Manager... '', . .

BEco j
,.

. Mark A. MONIQUE Captain, Chemical Officer, June 2, 1992
MG and Former Commanding :

Officer (Lieutenant), 272nd :

Chemical Defense Company, ;

MNG ;>

Raymond D. MURPHY Colonel, Chief of' Staff, MNG ' April l',1992 <

.

>

Robert L. PATTERSON Planner / Trainer, SE . ~May 11 & December 22, c;

iTechnologies -Inc.'and' 1992.
-

Former Consultant, BEco -;

Edward E. P000LAK Special Assistant to the February 5, 1992' ,

Deputy Assistant, Secretary !
'

for Health, DOE and Former -

Section Chief, Western
,

-

Section, Emergency
Preparedness Section, NRC j

,

;

Albert (non) SAMAN0 III President and Emergency August 17, September'9,
Preparedness Manager, October 9 & 23, 1992, i

'

SAMANCO, Inc. and Former & February 5, 1993
Consultant, BEco ,

i

Alfred L. SLANEY Regional Planner II, July 21, 1992 .,

Nuclear Safety Emergency.
,

Preparedness Program, MEMA ,,

'

Steven A. VARGA Director, Division'of Reactor January 15, 1993
Projects I/II, NRR, NRC :

;

Ronald A. VARLEY Emergency Preparedness January 22 & :

Department Manager, BEco August 19, 1992

y
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- Ray E. WE8ER1 Contract Emergency' Planner, August 18,'1992 Lm w;

BEco.
' February 4, 1993 .

,

M Evidence

1. In a letter dated October 4,;1990,:from BEco to the NRC, BECo stated' i

that ". . . The National Guard unit estimates that an advance party ' |

could.be:at the facility in one'to four hours,'with the remaining:
.

..

' '

personnel-arriving at intervals up to six to twelve hor,rs. nohitoring : a
, of the first' evacuees arriving at Wellesley could be.cccomplished with j

- as few as six persons due to' the use of portal monitoring -
equipment'. . ." (Exhibit 4 p. 18).

.

2. FLEMING stated that BEco provided. inaccurate informationtto the NRC.'

! regarding both the arrival time of the MNG and the evacue.es to the.WRC,- ;

: in the letter dated.0ctober 4, 1990. FLEMING advised that her sources- 1

for information were from federal, state and local authorities, and BEco
: (Exhibit-16A, pp. 3:and 14).

3. FLEMING commented that,. sometime in 1990, SAMAN0 appeared on a talk-
^

radio show (WATD), in Marshfield, Massachusetts. According to FLEMING,
- SAMAN0 pubitely acknowledged that the MNG would not report to the WRC in
twelve hours (Exhibit'16,.p. 2 and Exhibit 16A,' pp. 7 and 8).-'

4. SAMANO said that he had been invited to appear on a local radio talk
show that was hosted by a Selectman (nfi) from Marshfield,'

L Massachusetts, in which~ emergency planning issues were to be discussed q

(Exhibit 17,.p. 5). -;
<

!

5. SAMAN0 advised that he appeared on the radio talk show' either a week - |-

|- before or a week'after November 16,-1989 (Exhibit 18, p. 1).-
. ,

f

! INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The news director of WATD was contacted and 1
F advised that WATD has a small market and maintains tapes of past |

| radio programs for a period of "about" one year.- j
r
L SAMAN0 recalled that the MNG' response time was discussed on the show. l'

.

|~ SAMAN0 said that he knew that the National' Guard ' policy for mobilization !

! was twelve hours, because the mobilization time had been researched. :
t

; SAMAN0 could not positively recall.who" researched the policy, but said
! -- it may have come from discussions with personnel from the MG j

! (Exhibit 18, p. 1). !
,

7. A letter dated October 7,1988, to the MCDA planner from the MG,-
i-

described that National Guard personnel can not be mobilized until the
Governor has-declared a state of emergency. .The letter further stated :

t

that after the troops are alerted the response time will vary from zero
,

L to twelve plus hours (Exhibit 19, p. 3).
t

8. PATTERSON advised that the MNG response time information was obtained |

; from the commanding officer'(nfi) of the [272nd] Chemical Defense-
Company, MNG. The chemical company was assigned the function of i

-
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9> = monitoring and decontamination at the WRC:(Exhibit'20, pp. 13,(14,.and'
'

21).:
" ...,

.

p& 9. : . PATTERSON.said.that'during meetings, also attended by GABALD0N,'' the
Lcommanding: officer, executive off1cer, and'a' sergeant, none of whom he
~could: identify, assured him that the chemical company.could have1an.14

advance. party'at the WRC in''as little time as one hour. However, the
~

E

F response time' could vary and could be longer depending uponyweather, the
i day,"etc. (Exhibit 20, p..22).

.

.10. . PATTERSON's best' guess as to when the meetings occurrhiwas late 1989 or
'

,

the spring of.1990 and.that there were four or five meetingsy
(Exhibit 22, pp. 23 and-24).-L .

.

11. PATTERSON said that the phrase " advance party" came from the military,.
the' commanding officer of the chemical company (Exhibit 21,'.pp.:9 and
10).

'

12. In response to an 0I question if he coined the phrase advance party,
PATTERSON said, "Not that I an aware of" (Exhibit _21, p. 10).:

13. PATTERSON stated-that the savance team [ party) consist of,the first
I people that the commanding officer could authorize to leave Woburn and

proceed to the WRC. No fixed number was set-(Exhibit 21, p. 11). ,

14.. PATTERSON advised that the advance team could basically set up the WRC,
such as_ unpack some bcres and get ready. PATTERSON stated that the full
intent of the advance tean was to get.the equipment set up and if there-
were enough people they would have been-able'to do some of the
monitoring (Exhibit 21, pp. 11 and 12).-

15. PATTERSON stated that to his knowledge the chemical company's definition.
of an advance team for use in communication and coordination was not .!
discussed with him (Exhibit 21, p. 12).- ;

16. PATTERSON stated that he did not tell the chemical company what-he i

expected from an advance team. PATTERSON's basic question for the
chemical company was when can you get personnel to the WRC and what can -
they do. PATTERSON was told that instead of waiting until the~whole- .

Igroup got there (Woburn) they would wait until they had ' sufficient
numbers and then proceed to the WRC,:and the rest would follow
(Exhibit 21, p. 12).

.

17. PATTERSON said that the idea for the advance party definitely came from
the chemical company because he would have done it " totally
differently."' PATTERSON said that he would have asked the chemical
company to request permission to have personnel respond to the WPC
directly from where they were located. However, they were not allowed
to do that, so they came up with the advance party idea . PATTERSON was

L not sure if they used the term " advance" but that was the idea
L (Exhibit 21, pp. 23 and 24).
i:
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18.. PATTERSON did not recall that N0NIQUE or~LANDRY=said.that.the use of;an' ~j

advance team [ party) was. a personal opinion (Exhibit 21, p.16).. .--|'

1

3

19. PATTERSON said that the meetings with the chemical company. covered a .
'

'

number of topics. PATTERSON and GABALDON wanted c good estimate of when
' the chemical . company. could get started and physically _ monitor. and q
decontaminate the first arriving'evacueesL(Exhibit 20, p..29). |

,-

20. PATTERSON advised that he and GABALDON 'didLnot ask how long it would .

take for chemical company personnel.to respond to the WRC. PATTERSON'. l
stated that he and GABALDON were-interested'in how many personnel:could 1

~

be in the advance group, how many personnel could follow up and 4

basically how long until the last person would arrive at the'WRC - -|
1(Exhibit 20, p.L30).

21. PATTERSON said that he was told that.the advance. party coUld set up the- j

equipment and handle the people that were arriving-at the WRC. 1
;

Additional MG~ personnel would be released from the NNG_ armory-to the
:~ WRC until all NNG personnel were at the WRC. To the best of his +

knowledge, no specific numbers were discussed (Exhibit 20,- p. 22). 3

22. PATTERSON clarified that numbers, as far.as numbers of' personnel in the' :
:advance party, .to the best of his knowledge, were not discussed,- but he!
'

did ask for the number of hours for response because he had to have
hours (Exhibit 21, pp. 13 and.25). j

1 INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: PATTERSON provided conflicting' testimony on
whether he had asked the chemical company representatives' for. i

r

numbers of personnel or response time. ;

23. PATTERSON stated that LOVERING, through GABALDON, directed him to deal j
directly with the 272nd Chemical Company. LOVERING did not say to' check- i
with GAVIGAN before dealing with the chemical company!(Exhibit 21, i

pp. 38 and 39). .i

24. GABALDON stated that at the time of the 1989 exercise she and PATTERSON.
dealt directly with the 272nd Chemical Company (Exhibit 22,' p. 25).-

25. GABALDON srid that she did not know who told her to' deal.directly with .

the chemical company. However, she was not' personally told by GAVIGAN ,

to deal directly with the company (Exhibit 22, p. 25). !,

26. GABALDON stated that she could recall dealing with NONIQUE, but she did j^

not kr.,w if he was the head of the company.. GABALDON also recalled . ?

I

,

LAMP %i and Sergeants LOCKWOOD (nfi) and NUGENT (nfi). GABALDON stated
tha t she and PATTERSON dealt with three or four different people because; R

the same pecple were not always on duty (Exhibit 22, p. 26). |
;

2/. GABiLDON rauld'not recall how many meetings were held with the chemical 1

company prior to the 1989 exercise, but said that one or more of the i

above named individuals would have been present (Exhibit 22, p. 29). ;

I
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GABALDON stated that 'the IONi was identified as the group who could, 28.
* ~ - perfom the activity, and who, essentially, could not say no.: Once the-- ...

ernor declared an emergency, ".. . . we've. MCDA)Rpot them . . ."4 z
said that she did not know what woul have %en done if we

'

-[MCDA).had not gotten the IGNi for the WRC (Exhibit 22, p. 56).
_

'

x
! 29. GABALDON advised that the l#Ni probably did'not understand that she' and

PATTERSON were from two different agencies; that one was.a utility with~

certain interests and the other one the state. GABALDON-thought that
:the IglG saw both of them as MCDA (Exhibit:22, pp. 62 and 63).'

-.
,

30. GABALD0N stated that around January 1990, after the 1989 exercise' she,
,

and PATTERSON became more involved with the representatives from the .

chemical company. After the 198g exercise,-the chemical company decided
-

that there were a number of things that should have been done
differently (Exhibit 22, p. 30).

31. GABALDON statad that response time was discussed with MNG chemical
company members during the meeting. The NNG said that generally they
report to the amory and then deploy for the destination. However, in-
this case, they could probably go straight to the WRC (Exhibit 22, '

p. 37). y

32. GABALD0N' stated that chemical company members '(nfi) offered various-
scenarios; send people straight to the WRC, send some people to the WRC
and send others to Woburn [armoryi and then have them meet and then ;

come to the WRC (Exhibit 22, p. 3P),.

33. GABALD0N does not think that LANDRY was asked.for-an exact number o'f- ;

!people that could be at the WRC in the first hour, because the MNG-
response time was not an. issue at that point-(Exhibit 22, p. 51).

34. GABALD0N does not recall LANDRY or MONIQUE using the term advance party I
or advance team. GABALDON thought that they gave the impression that
instead of going to their amory first, they could go to the WRC' ;

instead. GABALDON did not have the impression that they IGNi would i

arrive all at once or that a certain number would arrive at once -|
(f.xhibit 22, p. 68). !

,

35- GABALDON advised 'that the chemical company did not say they would'be at i
.

the WRC in .u hour, but they did give the impression that they could be ]
there very quickly and that they could go straight to the WRC ;;

'

,

(Exhibit 22, p. 50). ,

36. GABALDON said that she did not coin the phrase advance team (Exhibit 22,
,

p. 68).

37. GAVIGAN advised that he did not know who directed GABALDON and the BEco
planner [PATTERSON] to deal directly with the commanding officer of the
272nd Chemical Defense Company. GAVIGAN said that when he became aware
that GABALDON was dealing directly with the commanding officer, he'
advised her that he would be the contact point for any planning
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L38. -GABALDON stated that GAVIGAN did come to one of the evening meetings
L(nfi) with~ the chemical company and. indicated that he would be the
. contact.(Exhibit 22,,p. 40).

s

39. LANDRY participated in"one meeting prior to the January 1991'' drill with
GABALD0N'and PATTERSON. Also present from the' 272nd Chemical Defense -

^
'

Company were MONIQUE, NUGENT, and GRAY.(Exhibit 125, p. 1).-
.

n .. .,
_

' 40.; .LANDRY characterized the meeting as ant informal discussion where the MNGi>

representatives were asked if they had questions or coments concerning.
the January 1991 drill (Exhibit'23,'p. 1).

41. LANDRY:said that he brought up the possibility that "more than likely"'

-the MNG would be able to send an advance team to~ the WRC' ahead of the s
rest of the company. 'However, he said he advised GABALD0N that:the -

advance team might not be members of the 272nd Chemical Defense" Company' -

(Exhibit 23, p. 2).

42. LANDRY said that, during the discussion on the concept'of an: advance
team, he made it clear to GABALDON and PATTERSON that the purpose of'an.
advance team was to determine the' situation:for coordination and
communication purposes (Exhibit 23, p. 2).'

,

43. LANDRYstatedthathedidnotgiveGABALDONorPATTERSON[theimpression-
that, if an advance team were used ~at the-WRC, they would be able to
start the monitoring and decontamination activity (Exhibit 23, p. 2).

44. LANDRY advised that the MNG was not a first responder to an emergency. '

It was LANDRY's understanding, based on what GABALDON had~ advised the' :

companyfromdayone,that'theMCDApeoplewouldbeginrunning.the'WRC-|[
as far as monitoring and decontamination. The MNG would arrive'and' walk
into an event that was active. However, according to LANDRY, the

~'

details were never worked out (Exhibit-23, pp.~2 and 3).
_

,

45. -GABALDON did not recall telling LANDRY or giving him the impression that-
the MCDA people would begin monitoring and decontamination.at the WRC or.
that the MNG'would arrive and ' walk' into an event that was. active'
(Exhibit 22, pp. 51 and 52).

,

46. GABALDON stated that she d.id tell' LANDRY that the MDPW would set up the-
equipment for them. GABALDON said that she was.sure that.she also told-

LANDRY that the MPW people might not be at the WRC before the MNG; ~so
they (MNG) might have to set up the equipment themselves. That was why
both groups were shown'how to set up the equipment (Exhibit-22, p. 52).+

47. MONIQUE stated that he participated in two meetingsLwith a_ woman from
the MCDA [GABALDON) and a BEco planner [PATTERSON) prior to the October
1990 exercise. MONIQUE said that LANDRY and two full time sergeants-

'

from the 272nd Chemical Company Defense were also present (Exhibit 24,
p. 1).'
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2 '48, 3.MONIWE-said:that the purpose of the~ meetings was'to outline the M G's.
'

'

y'

responsibilities at the WRC and address'tra' ning of the MG-(Exhibit 24,-
p. 1). -

q,
,

q'
,

'49. .MONIWE-described the' meetings Lwith GABALD0N and PATTERSON] as~. 1
-

"brainstoming" and'for discuss 1ng ideas. MONI@E said.that there was- -|
Lsome discussion at'the meetings [with'GABALDON and PATTERSON]Labout.the: I>

' possibility of an advance. team from the chemical company beiry -sent to - !

the WRC prior to the arrival of the rest of the company, (Exhi sit,24, :|'

tp. 2). y. j,

1

.-| .. . ~
4 1

50. MON!QUE said.that-he discussed the possibility.of having an' advance team
from the company being sent to the WRC prior to.the arr' val of the; rest- j

1

'of the company. However, no'detemination was made ~on'how the advance- ]
team would work nor was there any follow up on the ideal (Exhibit 24,1 H

p. 2) .. y' ,

p 51. LANDRYsaidthatheadvisedGABALD0Nthattherewas'nostockanswerior
response time and that it was contingent upon a number of factors; type. i

of emergency; how fast the state reacted; and-location of the company at i
'

the-time of the notification (Exhibit 23,.p. 2)..

LANDRY said that he told GABALDON that the MG could not huarretee thej52..
number of personnel that would respond to the WRC (Exhibit 23, p. 2). q

,

'I' 53. LANDRY opined that his best guess for a response time was from.six.to
eight hours-(Exhibit 23, p. 2).- ;)

> a
) .

.

.

54. GABALDON advised that the chemical company members did not say that they<.

's> could not guarantee a response time or_ guarantee the number of personnel'

.!

," (Exhibit 22, p. 47). j
-,

"
.,

55. GABALDON said that LANDRY "probably did" say that the MG could not )
guarantee the number.of personnel that would respond'to the WRC |

F (Exhibit-22, pp. 50 and 51).
'

'|

56. GABALD0N stated that LANDRY "may have" stated that the MG could not-

guarantee the number of personnel;~ however, she did~ not recall LANDRY
saying that (Exhibit 22, p. 51).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: GABALDON provided inconsistent comments on

.

the response time issue. !

57. GABALD0N does recall that, during the meetings, LANDRY said that'there
were factors that impacted on response time, such as, if it happened N

during the day when people would be at work, or if it happened at night
when the MNG could contact people (Exhibit 22, p. 48).

: 58. GABALD0N stated that she thought that LANDRY said that the MNG was not a
first responder (Exhibit 22, p. 51).

:
59. PATTERSON stated that during the meetings the chemical company personnel
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'said they would never get a~hundred per_ cent of the unit because some'-
~

.

- ; people''are in or some are out of the country. "However, they- felt that' .

they had~enough staff that~would respond to_do the mission (Exhibit 20,- J
pp. 45_and 46). .-

, ;

.60. -MONIQUE said that he had no recollection of any' meeting in which- y

specific numbers of the company were committed to the WRC'in a certain 4

period of time-(Exhibit 24. p. 2).
?

U'

61. MONIQUE said th'at his biggest concern with the~ company's mission at the
WRC was what if the company was not available ~(Exhibit 24, p. 2).

,

62. MONIQUE stated that he always discussed the "what ifs" (with GABALDON .-

,

and PATTERSON] :(Exhibit 24, p. 2). ,
.

63. PATTERSON said that the.only comment made by the captain,' lieutenant, or.
.

sergeant, concerning response time was what if the-company was away on' - >

another assignment or on active duty'(Exhibit 20, p. 42). ;|
|

64. PATTERSON said that to the best of his knowledge, he was not told by the*

captain, lieutenant, or sergeant; that the. MG are not first responders
(Exhibit 20, p. 42). ' .

65. CONN 0RS recalled a meeting that he had with GABALDON'and a BEco planner''
'

[PATTERSON During the planning stages,_ t
CONNORS to'1 responsible for training.d GABALD0N and the planner [PATTERSON) that the response time!l:1

of the 272nd Chemical Defense Company to the WRC would be from.zero to" i.
twelve. hours (Exhibit 25,p.1).

~ /. |-

66. CONNORS said that he told GABALDON_and the planner TPATTERSON]'not to ,
'expect the MG to be there "in five minutes" (Exhib1t 25, p.1).

67. CONNORS stated that he told GABALDON and the planner (PATTERSON) that 1: ,

the decision to use the'272nd Chemical: Defense Company at the WRC was a 1 !
.

" poor choice." CONNORS stated that he recommended anyone but the' | |':

military to staff the WRC,.because if the company was at annual training , .)
or!on another mission they could not perform the function at the WRC. - )' l
CONNORS said this condition would apply to any-unit in.the;MNGf '

(Exhibit 25, p.'1). j

68. CONNORS said that GABALDON responded by saying that the consensus of l
opinion was that the use of the 272nd' Chemical Defense Company was an. j
acceptable risk (Exhibit 25, p. 1). ~j

1

' 69. GABALD0N stated that she did not recall discussing the MNG response time, j

to the WRC with CONNORS. GABALDON also said that she did not recall 'i
CONNORS ' advising her that the use of the 272nd Chemical Defense Company j

was a poor choice. GABALDON said that she did not recall CONNORS
telling her that anyone but the'ellitary should be used to staff the WRC |
(Exhibit 22, pp. 54 and 55). <

70. GABALDON advised that she did recall that someone, possibly CONNORS, may'
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-have told her that if th's chemical company _ was away on-another mission'
~

or at annual training .they would be unable to perform the| function at . . .
.

the WRC (Exhibit'22,:p. 54).
.

GABALDON does not' recall telling.CONNORS that the use of the chemical-71.
. company was an acceptable risk. However, she-thought that was probably.-
the attitude of_the MCDA that it was' acceptable to use the military.
(Exhibit 22, p. 55)..

: 72.; GABALDON advised that- the MCDA, when preparing the plan .for the WRC, was
~ generally aware that:the policy of the NNG wasithat tifey could not1
. guarantee the number of personnel or guarantee response time and that
'they were not first responders. However, it was.never a concern because
she was never instructed to worry about-a response time. The thought H4

was here is a group of people that can easily perform the task, so let's j
' tuse them (Exhibit 22, p. 56)'.

73. NUREG-0654 states that personnel and monitoring' equipment available
should be capable of monitoring "within about" a 12 hour period all-

residents and transients in the plume . expo'sure EPZ~ arriving at
relocation centers (Exhibit 26, p. 4).

'

74. PATTERSON stated that he discussed NUREG-0654 with the captain,- ,

!' lieutenant, and sergeant. PATTERSON said that they were aware of the-
criteria that personnel and eqt.ipment should be capable'of monitoring
within about a twelve hour period. PATTERSON said that was one of the-

reasons portal monitors were being used-(Exhibit 20, pp. 46 and 47).

75. PATTERSON stated that when he and GABALDON told the chemical company'
what was needed for the WRC; for example, can you have enough people' _ J-

there for vehicle monitoring, the answer was, yes, because they could
'

send an advance team (Exhibit 20,1p. 37).

-76. LANDRY said that he did not recall an individual discussion with.
PATTERSON about'a specific section of NUREG-0654 (Exhibit 23, p. 3).

77. MONIQUE stated that NUREG-0654 may have been discussed with him.-

I However, because he was shown so many documents, MONIQUE said that he ;

could not specifically recall discussing the requirement that' personnel
and equipment available should be capable of monitoring all residents
and transients within about a 12 hour period (Exhibit 24, p. 3).

'

:

78. GABALDON said that at the time of the meetings the MNG response time was' ,

"
not an issue. GABALDON knew that once the evacuees arrived at the WRC,
they had twelve hours to monitor. GABALDON stated that LANDRY and

: MONIQUE probably did not know about the twelve hour period to monitor.*

(Exhibit 22, p. 49).

79. GABALDON said that the meetings with the MNG did not include a
' discussion of the fact that the MNG had to be at the WRC in.a certain

period of time because of the arrival time of the first evacuees
(Exhibit 22, p. 49)..

.
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s80. GABALDON stated that there was no document that ever said that the MNG
~

"

-had to respond to the WRC-in a specific amount ~of. time.: GA8ALDON didE .-'

not think that there.had ever been a need to be that' specific l '1
,

.(Exhibit 22, p. 36)..-

81. PATTERSON said that there wasLno hesitancy on the part of-the chemical
~ unit to commit'to the response time for the WRC;;they were' energetic#.

about7it (Exhibit.20, p. 50).
.'

~ 82. MONIQUE acknowledged that he and his company were;" gung ho"Lin tryinn to ']make the civilian mission work ~(Exhibit 24,.p.;2).! '
'

<

,.

83. MONIQUE said that-he personally did not see a problem 'with hisicompany.
perfoming the mission within the. twelve. hour period, as long as the n

company was available for the mission and not out of the; area- :)
(Exhibit 24, p. 3)..

84. GABALDON said that the meetings were casual, brainstorming sessions,
because, at that time, response time was not an issue (Exhibit 22,
p. 49).

'

j
1

85. GABALDON did not interpret the response time discussions with the |
chemical company to be a commitment (Exhibit 22, p.~ :49)' _ ;

86. MONIQUE stated that he did not know that-he'[PATTERSON] was tying'to' pin.
!him down on policy statements or that "they" (GABALDON and PATTERSON] .-

were looking for something " tangible" from a policy standpoint-- 1
'

(Exhibit 24, p. 2).
!LANDRYsaidthatnodecisionorcommitmentwasmadeduringthemeeting,.~k87.

concerning the use of an advance team at the WRC. LANDRY said that a- i

' "
company commander does not make a policy decision and.would not commit

|to an' advance team or a mission without approval through the chain.of -
command, up to:the adjutant general (Exhibit.23, p. 2).'

88.. PATTERSON. stated that he " wished" he could explain why his' version of-
what occurred at the meetings with the'. chemical company were different
from the chemical company. PATTERSON said they were always'open and,

discussed things (Exhibit-21, pp. 48 and 49).-
,

89. PATTERSON stated that if it is coming down to the ". . . technicality -- 1

,

did Lieutenant MONIQUE absolutely state, 'Yes, I approve,' I agree; '

that was never said, ". . . PATTERSON said that the intent was-there
(Exhibit 21, pp. 48 and 49).

90. PATTERSON stated that you do not go to the extent of planning procedures- '

,

I-and training people if they are not going to participate-(Exhibit 21,4

p.49).
F

91. PATTERSON stated that in his mind every single person in the chemical'

company knew that they had made a commitment because they had accepted.
the training and because they approved the procedures and gave times for

i
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La respon'se (Exhibit-21, p. 50).-
_

192.- .LANDRY'said that he may have made the assumption that'GABALDON and
PATTERSON knew that coordination with the Adjutant General's office was
needed before-an advance team could be sent.to the WRC (Exhibit 23,

,

p.,2)..

93.- GABALDON said that the MNG did not discuss a chain of command or that t

_they would need approval (Exhibit 22, p.= 38). .
,,

GABALD0N said that' the chemical company officers did ' net imply that they94.
had the final say.- GABALDON stated that.she and PATTERSON accepted what;
they said they could do at face value (Exhibit 22,_ p. 38).

95. PATTERSON acknowledged that the MG has an official response time to an
~

emergency. PATTERSON said that- they [MG) would probably t'ake the :
maximum stand of six to eight hours. PATTERSON said that the MNG*

response time is such different than what it would be for the chemical -

company (Exhibit 20, pp. 36 and 37).
'

96. PATTERSON said that the respt,nse time of the chemical company was
different from the normal MNG response because the chemical company was - ,

responding to the WRC with an advance group.and then following up with~
additional personnel. Whereas for-any other type of an emergency, the~
MNG does not activate until the majority of the personnel are' assembled - .

,

(Exhibit 20, p. 37).

t 97. MONIQUE said that the 272nd Chemica1> Defense Company can.not deploy any
quicker than any other MNG unit (Exhibit 24, p. 2). ;

98. CERR0NE said that, with few exceptions, the MG response time does not -

vary among units (Exhibit 27,-p. 1). .

! 99. HANNON advised that, theoretically, the ' response time for 'different-

units in the MNG is the same (Exhibit 28, pp. 5 and 6)._ j
,

100. HANNON stated that it is almost impossible to forecast'when a'MNG unit
~

can be at a particular place, because there are many variables and
conditions that can affect response times; such as weather conditions,
if the company is at annual training, the location of unit members, and '

.

where the alerted unit would mobilize (Exhibit _28, pp. 5 and 6).
~

101. KISZKA said that the.272nd Chemical Defense Company's response policy
would not vary from the MNG policy (Exhibit 29, p. 28)~.

102. KISZKA stated that the MNG are citizen soldiers that-are at home, work,'

or at school. The MNG must be alerted, brought in from wherever they
are, briefed on the mission, and deployed (Exhibit' 29, p.14).,'

!

103. HANNON said that he would question whether anyone could commit the MNG
to a specific response time (Exhibit 28, p. 6). i

'
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104.. HAMON'said that relative to.a bona fide' commitment o' a unit;in an. ;
~

f'

' associated time to' respond to.any request for assistance,-HANNON thought ...j
#m that approval fundamentally had to come from the Adjutant General-.

HAMON stated that in his opinion, a unit commander does not have;the -

authority to' commit a unit to the support of a'particular mission unless. d'

directed to do so.by senior' headquarters (Exhibit 28, pp. 9-and 12).- |
,

ge
105. KISZKA said that the commander of the chemical company does not haveLthe !

authority to make any type of commitment. The authority to make a: .I
,m

commitment ~ comes' from the Adjutant _ General' (Exhibit.(29, p. 21). j

KISZKAstatedthat'theutilityshouldnothavetakentheestimateof.theb l106. jcompany's commanding officer as ~an official . statement;and a commitment i

!(Exhibit 29, p.-23).,

,

107. CERR0NE said that the commanding officer of a company has'no authority. i
to approva a mission and would generally represent Snly his opinion |
(Exhibit 27, p. 2). j
GAVIGAN stated that he Spoke with" MONIQUE for dealing directly with'. .lc 108.
GABALDONandnotgoingthroughthechainofcommand(Exhibit 45A,p.1).| ,

.
. )'

;109. CERR0NE stated that MEMA representatives understand the' military chain.
,

of command because a number of MEMA employees are former military -

.

personnel'(Exhibit 27, p. 2).. |
'

110. GAVIGAN stated that official response time is from the time of
notification, which is sometimes difficult to pin down (Exhibit 30, |
p. 9).

.

111. GAVIGAN stated that the official response time.of the MG is t.ontingent i

upon a number..of facts; such as the type of event,-the time of day, the- :

weather, and when the MNG is notified (Exhibit 30, p. 12).
~

112. KISZKA stated that response time would depend on the time of year, the.
'

time of day, and/or whether the unit was deployed for-annual training' o
(Exhibit 29, p. 9).' ,

113.. KISZKA said that the MNG can give their best estimate of how rapidly'the ,

MG can respond to any given situation, but they would not give people a- ,'
'

guarantee (Exhibit 29, p. 14).

114. KISZKA stated that the MG can estimate that in the first hour.of a
"

mission a certain percentage of the unit will respond to their armory.. .;;

Then there would be a certain amount of deployment time from there to ~-

.

'tise mission site (Exhibit 29,'p.14). -|

$115. KISZKA stated that if there was a plan that said a particular unit w%
going to support a particular contingency [ emergency), and if. an -

eurgency occurred while the unit was away, and someone had made a 3

'
, - guarantee, then someone would be in trouble (Exhibit 29,' p'. 25).

.

.

- - - - i~

i
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116. KISZKA stated thw the'MG is not supposed to be the' first responder.
*

Civil agencies.aw supposed to be first responers'to an emergency.

,

(Exhibit 2g, p. 26).
~

;

117. CERR0NE stated that it was impossible'for the MG to provide a specific j'

response time because it would vary depending upon the time of day of an 1
* - emergency and various other circumstances (Exhibit 27, p. 1). . d.

i,

' ' * .
118. . CERR0NE'said 'that the MG can guarantee that' they will be on site to'

support. an emergency; however. . the MG can not cosmiit that- they will ,

. respond in a certain number of hours (Exhibit 27, p.;1).. !'
-

t

, 119. MURPHY stated.that MG personnel need between two and-three hourc as an- (

average response time because of loc'ation, the need,to return home for: :"

eentMnt and uniforms, and then report to the amory (Exhibit |31, . |
'

p, 12

120. FORBES stated that prior'to.the situation at the WRC, the response time.-
of the MG had.never been in' contention (Exhibit 32, p.' 2). ,

a

121. FOR8ES advised that' MEMA's experience with the MG has1 shown that ;

anytime that the MNG was asked to respond to an amergency they have ;

done so in a t %b manner and with the number of people: that were j

requested (ExMptt 32, p. 2). |
;

122. FOR8ES'said that the'MNG has.always had the caveat that. response time is j
determined by different factors. However, MEMA fully believed that'the :

MG could respond in a shorter. time- period despite the MNG caveat :

(Exhibit 32, p. 2).

123.,. FORBES advised that he did not see any plot by the utility to withhold- !

information. Pe said the problem could partly be MEMA's fault for l

believing that Jespite the MNG caveat for response time, and based on - -i
past experience, the MNG can and do respond in a shorter period of time ,

(Exhibit 32, p. 2). j

.
124. FRATTO stated that MCDA experience with the MNG has been that they are ,

one of the first agencies to respond; they are an excellent response: <'-

agency (Exhibit 33, p. 3). j
;

.

FRATTO said that nothing is a guarantee, and in reality, the MNG can not a125.
guarantee response time, probably because of liability, even though they |

~ know that they can respond quickly (Exhibit 33, p.-3). |
. j

126. FRATTO reported that had the MNG been requested to guarantee a response ,

time earlier in the planning stages, and had advised that they could not :j'

do so, the use of the MNG at the WRC would have been looked at !
'

differently (Exhibit 33, p. 3).
1

127. SLANEY advised thr.t he had discussions with GAVIGAN concerning use of i
the MNG at the MEMA Area II EOC, sometime in 1989. During those |

-discussions, GAVIGAN told SLANEY that within one to two hours, a few MNG |
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personnel would arrive at the Area'II-EOC, and within four to|six hours,.
.the remaining MNG personnel would' arrive.- SLANEY advised that he and ..

- GAVIGAN did not discuss the MNG official . response time, the fact that
the MG could'not guarantee a response time or guarantee _ the number of
personnel. GAVIGAN did not express any concern about committing MG, _"

T ' resources (Exhibit 33A, pp. 2 and 3).. -

128.. SLANEY advised that had GAVIGAN told'his during the discussions that he'~ ,

!

could not' guarantee that the MNG could respond and.that the MNG membersy
may not be able to fill.the' positions,.the MNG would'not have been used

'to staff the Area II E0C (Exhibit 33A, p. 3)
i

129.- GAVIGAN said that he may have met with'SLANEY, but because he had so
many meetings on different issues, he could not recall a specific. _

.

a
;discussion with SLANEY. :GAVIGAN stated that in planning ,for the MNG, he

' always said that there were factors.that.could effect the MNG response
time. GAVIGAN opined that perhaps SLANEY did not hear the message- 4

(Exhibit 45A, p. 2).-

'

130. LANDRY stated that he did not make the MNG' response time ~ statement'as [. q'

captured'in the October 4,1990, BECo letter to the NRC.that he would not make a blanket statement committing the. company to.a-{
He advised

!

specific response time. LANDRY did not recall anyone present at the i

meeting (with.PATTERSON and GABALDON] making such a statement .

(Exhibit 23, p. 3).
a

131. LANDRY stated that there was no way that the MNG, including his company, ;
e

could give a specific response time of one to four hours (Exhibit 23, :

p. 3). ;

i

132. PATTERSON stated that he specifically asked the chemical. company how !'

.

much time would it take to get personnel to the WRC and they said from j
one to four hours and six to twelve hours (Exhibit 21, pp. 24 and 25)'. j'

a
!133. PATTERSON stated that the twelve hours as indicated in the October 4,

1990, BECo response, was based on knowing that people could be sick or ,
-

away on vacation. The twelve hours was.for when the last person would ,

arrive (Exhibit 21, p. 26). . |
*

134. In response to an 01 question, PATTERSON stated that he assumed that the
statement ". . . Monitoring the first evacuees!. ... could be

.

1
.

accomplished with as few as six persons ._. ." from the October 4,.1990,
.

BEco response referred to'four persons for vehicle monitoring and one >

person for each of the portal monitors, which would give a total of six.-
people for monitoring (Exhibit 21, p.14). :

|
.

135. LANDRY stated that ;it was. his personal opinion that six people could not y
do monitoring at the WRC. LANDRY said that he never represented to
GABALDON or PATTERSON that he could send six people (Exhibit 23, p.' 3). '

i

136. PATTERSON did not think the number of six persons for monitoring came :
from the chemical company. He assumed that it was a number that "we" '!.

i
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i mutually agreed on,. meaning the state, the chemical company and himself
'(Exhibit 21,p.15).-

'

.

.

L137., PATTERSON disagreed that six people,could not do monitorimp'at the WRC,
because monitorin; involved'a simple matter of checking vehicles and ..X

: having people walt through a monitor which takes. little or no' time, and
six. people could easily do that. PATTERSON did agree.that'if'

deccatesination were.being discussed then six people would not be;
sufficient (Exhibit 21, pp. 15 and 16)'.

~ '

- . . . . .

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: . PATTERSON provided conflicting' testimony _ on
.whether he had asked the chemical company for numbers of -
personnel.

,
138. < MONIQUE-stated that it was his personal. opinion that an advance' team

arriving at the WRC in one to four hours-was plausible. However,
MONIQUE said that committing an advance team to a mission with a-
different response. time, is a policy decision and it would have to be
approved through the chain of command up to the' Adjutant General
(Exhibit 24, p. 2)..

139. ~ Regarding the specific numbers associated with MG's response to WRC,: y

CONN 0RS did not articulate those thoughts to GAVIGAN or CERR0NE. .l
CONNORS advised that those were not the~words or verbiage that GAVIGAN l
or anyone in .the MNG would use (Exhibit 25, p. 2). |

;

140. CONNORS did not recall discussing an." advance party" with GABALDON or -!

the BEco planner [PATTERSON],'although it~was CONNORS' opinion that an 1

advance party could be at the WRC in one to four hours (Exhibit 25,
p. 2).

,

141. KISZKA's. opinion of the statement in.the October 4. 1990, BEco letter, )
was that it was a good estimate, as long as everyone understood that the
MNG was- talking about an estimate and not a guarantee -(Exhibit 29,
p. 17).

>

142. GABALDON stated that, at the time of the meetings with the MG, .she did
'

not know that the response time discussed was going to be used the way
it appeared in BECo's October 4, 1990, letter to the WRC (Exhibit 22,

| pp. 38 and 39).

143. GABALDON said that, as the planner for the state, she knew that she.had H

to go to GAVIGAN for everything [ approval) because he was the E0'144 4
representative, and that was the way it worked (Exhibit.22, p. 39). H

144. GABALDON advised that she was surprised that BEco had used the response
time information obtained from the chemical' company as the final ~ word
without going to GAVIGAN (Exhibit 22, pp. 41 and 42).

145. GABALD0N advised that the BEco statement was true, however, BEco did not
go through the right channels. GABALDON said that the response time
information is what she and PATTERSON were told by the MNG. GABALDON
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officer's] word for it. probably have not-taken his [ chemical-. company 1GABALDON thought that BECo should have checked-
-

stated that BEco should
...

''

with MCDA first. They. [BECo] would.have probably found out that they.
,

- had to go through GAVIGAN [for. approval] (Exhibit 22, pp. 42, 44, 45,1
and46).

~

'

- 146. GABALD0N advised that she-never would have put-this statement in writing
without. going.to.GAVIGAN first (Exhibit 22, p..44). !

.

,- - .

147. GA8ALD0N stated that-even though she: accepted at. face value.the chemical-
.

.

t

company representative saying that they could probably_ deploy to the-< '

' WRC,.she did not realize that BEco would use that information'in the _

- October 4, 1990, letter to the NRC (Exhibit.22, p. 39). ]
~

!148. GABALDON acknowledged that the information was being obtained'for. -
training procedures and planning (Exhibit 22, p. 34). j

149. In-response'to 01 questions, PATTERSON stated that he was advis'ed that
they [MONIQUE and LANDRY)' had to go through a chain of command to obtain

,

approval for an advance team. PATTERSON explained that he was told by:
them that an emergency had to be declared by the Governor and then they
[MONIQUE and LANDRY) had to go through GAVIGAN (Exhibit 21,-pp. 16 and
17). .|

''

150. In response to an 01-question, PATTERSON acknowledged that the' .
commanding officer of a unit "probably [does) not" have the authority to;
commit to a mission (Exhibit 21, p. 18).

151. PATTERSON did not recall GABALDON saying that he should go to GAVIGAN
. before using the discussions with the chemical company as a commitment-
(Exhibit 21, p. 52).

152. PATTERSON stated that he had no dealings with it [ approval). ~ The state
and "everybody else" worked with GAVIGAN. PATTERSON acknowledged that,
as far as he was concerned, he: felt comfortable that the information
that he had obtained from the MNG'for planning procedures concerning the
-advance party had gone through the proper approval channels at the' time
that he gave the information to SAMAN0 (Exhibit 21, pp. 18 and-19).-

153. PATTERSON stated that he did not'make any attempt to make'sure.the
commanding officer of the chemical company. had gone through the chain of
command for approval. PATTERSON said that because MEMA told him.that

.

everything was set up [the training), to PATTERSON that meant.that
somebody [MNG) had approved it (Exhibit 21, p. 19).

154. PATTERSON thought tqat the responsibility for' insuring that approval to ';
Jcommit to the mission was basically that of MCDA [MEMA) management, not

.GABALDON herself, but her superiors (Exhibit-21, p. 26).

155. PATTERSON stated that GABALD0N had telephone discussions with GAVIGAN. :

PATTERSON felt very comfortable that GABALDON was keeping GAVIGAN |
informed (Exhibit 21, p. 53). ;

,
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1156. PATTERSON said we-(PATTERSON and GABALD0N] were to-schedule training and-
'

y

train people ~which they did. , PATTERSON spent a weekend training people . y

and to him, that is a commitment (Exhibit 21, p. 48). |
,

'157. PATTERSON stated that he"probably did not include the factors th'at could
~ effect:the one hour response time when he compiled his'information fora

SAMNO, because an hour is a very safe response time based on an- . j

average. sThe MG told PATTERSON that.they thought they could arrive ini ,

an hour.and PATTERSON agreed (Exhibit 21, p .35). ;
.

PATTERSONdidnotfeelthatthefactorsthatcouldeffectresponse. time158.
should have been given to SAMNO because the response time could have- 1
also been less than an hour. PATTERSON said.that he and the MG used j

the average of an hour (Exhibit 21, p. 36)..

In response to an 01 cuestion that had the factors that could effect MG159.--
response been includec , it might have raised some questions about using. j
an advance party, PATTERSON said, that ". ._. thinking back on it, it
might have . . ." (Exhibit 21, p. 36).'

160. PATTERSON stated that he may have overlooked it (factors that could. j

effect response time).but to him, it was not important-because there
-

were other people _ that in a jam that could possibly get'there' to do the ;

work. PATTERSON acknowledged-that there was.no back up plan in the i
implementing procedure if the' chemical company was not available, J

'

however, no back up plan was required (Exhibit' 21, p. 37).,

( 161. PATTERSON stated that if the chemical company was not available because
of the weather, ". . . the people are not going to arrive at Wellesley -
because of the weather . . ." (Exhibit 21, pp. 37 and 38). 'i

162. PATTERSON stated that he met with GAVIGAN one time in Reading, )
Massachusetts. According to PATTERSON, the main purpose.of the meeting-

was to bring GAVIGAN up to date on what had been done and make sure that
he agreed that one of his units could be used (Exhibit 20,.pp. 31 and
34).

163. PATTERSON stated that GABALD0N was present at the one meeting with
GAVIGAN. The meeting was held at GAVIGAN's office and was thirty.to
forty-five minutes in length. PATTERSON thought that the meeting
occurred in the May 1990 time frame-(Exhibit 21, pp. 20 and 22).

'

164.- PATTERSON clarified that the point of the. meeting with'GAVIGAN was to
'

bring GAVIGAN up to date on the chemical company. .PATTERSON did not
think the purpose of the meeting was to gain GAVIGAN's approval..butc
more of this is what we have, we want you to be aware of it:and let us
know if you have any objections. As far as PATTERSON could recall, .
GAVIGAN had no objections (Exhibit 21, pp. 27 and 28).

165. PATTERSON stated that at the meeting with GAVIGAN, he could not say that
~

GAVIGAN actually came out and approved it, but he did not disapprove it.
PATTERSON said when he left the meeting with GAVIGAN, he felt in his .|
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mind that everything was fine (Exhibit 21,.p. 22).- ;<

, ' 166. PATTERSON stated that if GAVIGAN had any' hesitancy'about committing 1the-
. . '

'
'

chemical: unit to the WRC he never expressed'it to PATTERSON (Exhibit 20,..
pp._50 and'51).

>

~ ~ 167. PATTERSON said that-to the best of his knowledge the concept of an j
advance party was not discussed with GAVIGAN during the. meeting'

a

, y.- (Exhibit 21, p.'20).
'.

,

,

;_

.

168. PATTERSON:said that the use of the chemical,compan/ for monitoring 'and 3-
y

-
decontamination was discussed with GAVIGAN. As far as discussing the ;

'

advance party, PATTERSON could not say yes or no, he could not:
specifically remember (Exhibit 21, p. 20). . .|

169. PATTERSON stated that,.'as far as he-knew and was concerne'd..he felt.
<

extremely comfortable.that GAVIGAN knew everything that was going on; .

PATTERSON stated that we-[PATTERSON'and GABALDON) certainly'had enough
*

questions through channels, such as how and_when the training would 1
occur that he'was sure that GAVIGAN knew what was gojng on (Exhibit 21,
pp. 26 and 27).

,

170.. GABALDON stated that.there were no discussions with'GAVIGAN concerning i

the scenario presented by the Chemical Company representatives ;

(Exhibit 22, p. 39). :

171. GABALDON stated that it was not until the response time became anfissue' 'I
that ". . . the whole thing kind of blew up'in everybody'_s face . . ." q
(Exhibit 22, p. 39).

!

172. GAVIGAN said that when he became aware that GABALDON was dealing
directly with the commanding officer, he advised her that.he would be ..

the contact point for any planning discussions (Exhibit 45A, p. 1). j

r

173. PATTERSON acknowledged that using the generic term of National Guard :j
unit in the October 4, 1990, BEco response, was a misstatement, as the j

~

response involved the chemical unit, a group of eighty to one hundred i

people (Exhibit 20, p. 56).

174. PATTERSON thought that identifying the specific unit in the MNG was very j

important. PATTERSON stated that everything that~he wrote, as far as
procedures, was not the MNG, but the [272nd) chemical company '

,

J
.

(Exhibit 20, p. 62 and Exhibit 23, p. 34).-
;

175. PATTERSON opined that if BEco had specifically identified the particular
.

.

chemical company, the issue would have been settled (Exhibit 20, 4
p. 61). 3

1
176. SAMAN0~ advised that he authored the statement in the BEco Octob'er'4, .i

1990, letter, Item Tr-70, based on information that'he received from ;

PATTERSON. SAMAN0 thought that PATTERSON had received those times .!
verbally from GAVIGAN, although he did not specifically ask PATTERSON a

!
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from'whom he had acquired the re'sponse time.information'(Exhibit 17, l
pp. I and 2). -|

' .

177. SAMAN0 said that he thought that PATTERSON obtained the response time o
information from GAVIGAN, because GAVIGAN was the person who could

j!
-

release the resources (Exhibit 17,'p. 3).
.

.

- -
. - -

1
,

178. SAMAND couldinot recall if PATTERSON told him which MG unit would do
;

*.
the monitoring and decontamination.' SAMAN0 did not know where PATTERSON !

.

obtained the term advance party.(Exhibit 17, p. 3). j
7. .'

179. . SAMAN0 clarified that PATTERSON had 'obtained specific data, the one to
four. hour response time, from planning sessions with MG personnel. I

SAMAN0 had thought that PATTERSON dea't with GAVIGAN because of !

GAVIGAN's position-[ Colonel) and the fact that he was the-representative l

of the Adjutant General. SAMAN0 also. thought that GAVIGAN was the |

person who could release the resources because of the MNG chain of~
command (Exhibit 18, pp.-.1 and 2).

180. PATTERSON stated that he was sure that SAMAN0 did rely on the ]
information that he had provided. PATTERSON did not think the

-

information was'obtained specifically for the. transcript ites; but he
did not disagree with what SAMAN0 said, because they did get together-
frequently to discuss the WRC (Exhibit 21, p. 40).

PATTERSON said that he gave SAMAN0 the information but not in the sense i

T181.of using it in a report. PATTERSON gave SAMAN0 information that .i
' concerned planning procedures to the WRC prior to the October 4,1990,

BECo letter. The information PATTERSON gave to SAMAN0 was not'obtained
specifically for the response that BEco generated (Exhibit- 21, p. 5).

182. PATTERSON had no idea when he gave the information to SAMAN0;.however,
he did say that it was a safe assumption that it may have been in the
time frame of when he had meetings with the National Guard (chemical
company), about six months before PATTERSON left BEco in October 1990
(Exhibit 21, p. 6).

183. In response to an 01 question, PATTERSON' acknowledged that'he'did not
really have any knowledge that the information that he gave to SAMAN0 !

for planning procedures would be used in correspondence to the NRC'
-

(Exhibit 21, p. 7).
- 184. PATTERSON said that it was very possible that SAMAN0 obtained the

information for the BEco response from him. -The information that
PATTERSON gave SAMANO was on a weekly basis, and whether the information
was used for a " report" or used for something'else, to PATTERSON, seemed
irrelevant because his meetings with SAMANO were weekly, sometimes daily
(Exhibit 21, pp. 7 and 8).4-

185. PATTERSON said that, to his knowledge, he did not sit down with SAMAN0 l'
to prepare the words used in the response item. However, PATTERSON did '

not disagree with what was contained in the BECo October 4, 1990
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-response |(Exhibit' 21, pp. 33 and 44).
. . . .

186. PATTERSON stated that WEBER did the document [0ctober 4, 1990, letter].;I'-
PATTERSON~ stated that, because he was leaving, he had to brin 9 WEBER up
to date,.and WEBER worked on the document based on informationLthat-
'PATTERSON had given him (Exhibit-21, pp. 40-42).

188. PATTERSON stated that he never saw the final' product and had no idea
'V what they [BECo] sent to the NRC, because.he had already left BEco.
i' PATTERSON stated that he was not shown the BEco response to the NRC.

PATTERSON knew that the response was being. prepared; however, WEBER, who
took his place was involved not PATTERSON (Exhibit 21, pp. 4 and 33)..

.

189. PATTERSON stated those were not his words in the BECo response, because y

any document that he produced, as far.as procedures, spec,1fically stated !

the 272nd Chemical Company. - PATTERSON stated that had he'seen the -|

response he would have objected to " National. Guard Unit" because the 1

smaller the. unit, the easier it is to disburse them (Exhibit 21, pp.'34 )
.

and 44). |

190. PATTERSON said.that he knew the response was being prepared but he was
not part of_the group that put it together because he was leaving.
PATTERSON was sure he gave the information to SAMAN0 or someone else
[ WEBER] (Exhibit 21, p. 8)..

.

191. WEBER stated that he was assigned to. respond'to the issues that involved;-

the exercise items as opposed to the Tr [ transcript items) for the-
October 4, 1990, BEco response. WEBER did not believe that the
information for Tr-70 came from him (Exhibit 38, 47).

192. WEBER did not-believe that he had written any portion of Tr-70 because
~

'

at the time that the response was prepared, he had little to do with-the a
'WRC and would have had r.:; Knowledge of specific. issues (Exhibit 38A,

p. 1).

193. WEBER said that it was possible that.SAMAN0 may have asked him for some
information on the MNG and that he looked through PATTERSON's. flies for-
the infonnation and gave it to him (Exhibit. 38A,. p.1).

194. WEBER stated that he would not have portrayed himself as a expert on the .

WRC because of his limited knowledge at-the time (Exhibit 38A, p.1).

195. SAMANO stated that he relied on.PATTERSON's information.to prepare
Tr-70. SAMAN0 said that he made no attempt to verify.PATTERSON's data
(Exhibit 18A,p.3).;c

196. SAMAN0 advised that if WEBER had any input into Tr-70, it would have
been because SAMAN0 asked WEBER to search PATTERSON's file on the WRC
for some information (Exhibit 18A, p. 3).

:

197. SAMAN0 advised that he knew that GAVIGAN was vacillating on.the MNG
response time commitment to the WRC at the time he prepared the e
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0ctober 4,.1990, response,'because PATTERSON had told him (Exhibit 17,
.p.-3.and Exhibit 18A,' p.-2)..

~

.

198.' SAMNO stated that he did not-include GAVIGAN's vacillation in the-
-October 4, 1990, BECo response because it was a-" judgement call." ,

SAMNO said that the ". . .. .in one to four hours '. : . .," which he termed-

.

a " band of time" reflected that GAVIGAN was vacillating on the response
time and that the response time was not' nailed down (Exhibit 17, p;.3)..

'

199. SAMNO advised that he explained GAVIGAN's. vacillation in the October. 4,
1990, response by using the one to four hours, which.SAMAND termed a-
" band of time" (Exhibit 18A, p. 2)'.

200. SAMNO said that he meant that GAVIGAN.was vacillating in the sense that-
GAVIGAN had given PATTERSON a broad band of time for the MG-response to -

'the WRC (Exhibit 18A, p. 2).-
.

201. SAMAN0 advised that " bands of. time" are used in'offsite planning to '
capture as clearly as possible the reality of offsite planning. SAMAN0
does not like " bands of time" because they are not specific, but their-

.

use is accepted in offsite planning (Exhibit 17, p. 3).
I202. SAMAN0 said that at the time that he prepared the October 4,.1990,

response, he knew that GAVIGAN had said that there were circumstances
that could effect the MNG~ response time such as; the MNG can not
guarantee a response time, the MNG'can not guarantee the number ofL
personnel, the weather, if the unit is out of state or training,: and the

| time of day. SAMAN0 knew this from PATTERSON (Exhibit 18A, pp. 2 and 3)
.

..
203. SAMAN0 advised that he did not intend to. mislead the NRC. The purpose

4 of the BEco submittal was to present as much clear data to the NRC as
! possible and to present a clear. picture of offsite emergency planning

(Exhibit 18A, p. 3).

204. SAMAN0 stated that he tried to capture, as best as he could, the
situation with the response time of the MNG. SAMAN0 advised that.

| offsite emergency planning is a soft area..one that is difficult toL

manage, and that during plannfiig~everyone vacillates'(Exhibit 17, p. 3).

205. SAMANO said that offsite emergency planning is not an exact science.- If
all " wishy washy" information were included in planning, there would be

'

no planning (Exhibit 18A, p. 3).,.

206. To explain why the information in the October 4, 1990,-BEco response to
,

. the NRC was contrary to National Guard mobilization policy, SAMAN0
', advised that the NRC.had requested that BEco respond to concerns raised

at the public meeting [ September 6,1990), and to report the~ current,

|. status of offsite emergency planning for PNPS. SAMANO described the
E BEco response to the NRC as a " snapshot" of offsite emergency planning
I for PNPS (Exhibit 18, p. 1).

h207. SAMAN0 acknowledged that the National Guard mobilization policy was
, |
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twelve hours and that this was _always known. 'However, .despite.the
policy; during planning discussions, MG personnel had'said that they /.

'

.

could mobilize quicker.and respond faster (Exhibit 18, p. 1). j

_

. ,

,

- 208.. VARLEY advised that the MNG were not going to commit _that they would
have'"X"~ number of people at the WRC within the first hour and "X" plus-

. hour. VARLEY-~said that the MNG cosmiiteent was'of people in the second:c
that within one to four hours they can have a group _of people at the'WRC_ q

' (Exhibit 34, pp.'62 and 63)._
~ ~

q
.

y.,

VARLEY's opinion was that GAVIGAN's vacillation on.the' response time was'
'

209.
indicated by the one to four hour response. VARLEY advised that in the R

z

context of vacillation,L from the BEco perspective, . it did not. matter..*

whether GAVIGAN would.get there in-one hour or four hours. uYARLEY-said'
that the point was that.on any given day it'aight'be one' hour,'on ~

another given day it could be four hours. It still fit within the .
;

context that GAVIGAN would have people:at the WRC in.a one to four hourL
time span (Exhibit 34, pp'. 63 and 64).

-1
210. VARLEY advised that he was not aware that GAVIGAN was vacillating on the il

MNG response, time to the WRC at the time'the' October 4, 1990, BEco .)
. letter was prepared. VARLEY said that his understanding;was that it|was !

,.

not so much vacillating, as it was uncertainty as to how many people,:
how quickly, but that the first. people would be arriving in one to four.
hours (Exhibit 34,-pp. 64 and 65).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: VARLEY provided conflicting explanations .on:'

his knowledge of GAVIGAN's vacillation on the response time !

commitment.

' 211. VARLEY did not think that he was aware that there were qualifications
that affected MG response time. VARLEY did not recall if SAMANO
discussed with him the qualifications that'could effect MNG response ' ..

1time (Exhibit 34, p. 65).

212. SAMAN0 said that he probably told VARLEY about the circumstances that ,

could effect MG response time because they had on going discussions ,

?about issues during preparation of the' submittal (Exhibit 18A,'p. 3).
3

213. VARLEY advised that it was important to understand and keep.in context- s
that the October 4,1990, submittal was not the only dialogue that BEco ,

.
was having with the NRC or FEMA on the issues.(Exhibit 34, pp. 73 and_-

. _ . ..
!

.
214. VARLEY advised that the transcript from the public-meeting [ September 6, ,

1990), was reviewed.to identify issues ultimately addressed in the :-

October 4, 1990, BECo response to the NRC. VARLEY said that once-an:
issue was identified, preparation of the response was assigned to the ,

,
. planner most closely related to the work-(Exhibit 34, pp.L41 and 42)--

215. VARLEY advised that he instituted a unique process, a sign-off' sheet. -

Each individual who contributed a response to a transcript item was told
i
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thatLupon completion'of the response they would sign as to the accuracy.
of the information. VARLEY said that the concept of the sign off sheet-

.

was to hold people accountable for the _ response and insure its accuracy
(Exhibit 34,.pp. 44 and 47).

'

,

216. - Boston Edison, " Nuclear Organization Procedure, Reg' ulatory Communication .
and Commitment Control Process," N0P83A3, Revised 2/18/88, disclosed

.

^ that the. purpose of the procedure was to establish a regulatory.
:.. . commitment and control. process within the Nuclear Organization. .

' Adharence to' the Nuclear Orlanization Procedure.(NDP) would ensure that
,. ~

appropriate actions.were ta r,en in' response to all comitments and.
communication to the NRC. .The NDP required that all correspondence to-
the NRC be accurate, complete, consistent,'and on. time. -The procedure-

is applicable to all processes by wh'ich the Nuclear Organization j
communicates with the NRC, and is applicable regardless of the 'j>

organizational' level at which the communications occur (Exhibit 35,
p. 2).

m a

217. BEco N0P83A3 included a " Response Input Verification",. " Correspondence i

Review Sheet" and " Correspondence Review Sheet Commitment Description
'

Attachment"~ (Exhibit 35,.pp. 14-16). j
i218. BIRD stated'that his review of the. individual issues in the October 4,

1990, response would have been less detailed than earlier correspondence
because it-[0ctober 4,1990) was a recapitulation of issues that had

' already been put to rest. BIRD advised that-the main thrust of his i

discussions on the response was to ensure a timely, accurate, and .

complete response (Exhibit 34A, p. 35). |

219. BIRD advised that the BEco review procedure-that was "probably" in place - 1
at the time of the October 4, 1990, BECo response to the NRC was " Boston >;

Edison' Company Nuclear Organization Procedure N0P83A3" (Exhibit 34A, i

p. 16). -|

220. BIRD said' that the concern for accuracy was always present in BEco
correspondence, which was the reason the. procedures were put-in place. : t

The procedure was to make the key managers feel as accountable and.-

responsible as he did for the accuracy of-what was sent to the NRC
'

(Exhibit 34A, p. 53). ,

I221. . BIRD advised that it appeared that VARLEY had' signed the correspondence
review sheet (Exhibit 35A) for the reviewers of the responsible segments
as a result of telephone concurrence (Exhibit 34A,' p.: 30).

'

'
,

222. BIRD stated that VARLEY would not have signed off for the reviewer of - :
the responsible segment if they had not reviewed the document !'

(Exhibit 34A, p. 33).

223. BIRD said that at the time the letter was prepared, the response time of j
the NNG to the NRC was not an issue that BEco considered to be a problem -:

,

(Exhibit 34A, p. 37). ;
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# 224., BIRD; stated that' hadithe reluctance of the|MNG to meet what BEco
' - understood- to be their commitments,J occurred earlier, he _would have- a

'

known immediately. BIRD stated:that when the.516Eluctance bocase_a , ' r~
. problem in March and April [1991]'it was brought.to his attention right

,

l
away.(Exhibit 34A, pp. 41-and 42).

, ,
,

~

225. BIRD stated that for.the BECo response.there had to be an effort to
reverify the' accuracy of.the information which is what made the' response.
such a chorei BIRD' advised that if BECo had.a commitment, then there-

.- was no reason to believe that the commitment had changed. BIRD was not'

' .
sure that.it was necessary to go back and reverifyla commitment-"

(Exhibit 34A, p. 47).

226. BIRD said that~ he thought that the MG commitment' was' based on-
discussions between the MG points of contact' and the BEco planners
(Exhibit 34A, p.'47). q

,
,

l
'227. BIRD said that the information that BECo had been given, the one to four>

hour response time,:was the best estimate available from the National
Guard [MNG). points of contact. BIRD believed that BECo felt that there;
was a commitment for them to respond to the NRC as stated'in the'BECo
response (October 4, 1990] to the WRC (Exhibit 34A,-pp. 48 and 49).=<

228. . BIRD advised that he became aware that there was a' problem with the'
- response time of the MNG to the WRC sometime in 1991.well after the.
task force was established and well after the BEco response [0ctober:4,n
1990) and after he had-assumed his new duties as Executive Vice-
President (Exhibit 34A, pp. 42, 44, and-47).-

229. BIRD stated that-he met with some National Guard officers, a colonel
(nfi) on at least one occasion (nfi), possibly during a plant tour.
.(Exhibit 34A, pp. 38 and 41).

230. BIRD did not recall if there were any substantive discussions when he
met with the National Guard officers. BIRD advised-that his overall
impression was ". . . a spirit of cooperation and: willingness . . ." to
resolve the remaining off site emergency preparedness issues-
(Exhibit 34A, p. 40).- ;

231. VARLEY stated that once the planner had signed off, he then-would sign-
'

off to insure, to the best of his ability, that the response addressed'

the issue. VARLEY said that the planner,was responsible for the detail
in the response and that he [VARLEY: was responsible 1to insure the
response addressed the issue.(Exhibot 34, p. 44).

232. VARLEY advised that where the "Offsite Issues Response Review Sheet"*
*

listed planner acceptance, that was the~ individual that VARLEY held.
responsible for.the particular transcript ites (Exhibit 34, p.| 47). - ;

!233. Offsite Issues Response Review Sheet," Issue No. Tr-70, disclosed the
signature of Albert SAMAN0, dated October 4,1990, under " planner- 1
acceptance" and Ronald-VARLEY, October 4,1990, under " final approval"
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.(Exhibit 36,p.il).
-234. VARLEY stated that the people involvedLin responding to transcript items

4

were the~ones that worked on the issues day to day. VARLEY'had the .i
expectation that.those people would provide the most accurate-
information because they~were involved in the development of the program .;_~

'

'

itself= (Exhibit 34, p. 52).
'

235. VARLEY.said.that hisLdiscussion with SAMAN0 concerning-the information-1

fe contained in the response related primarily to insuring that the issue ;

was addressed'(Exhibit 34, p..;50). r' -

;

;

236. VARLEY did not recall if he and SANANO sd rinn and specifically-
reviewed his response line by line. VARLE1 thought that,-at the' time of.
the response, they were comfortable that the response time | for the mig j

C' that was portrayed to the planners was described in the response :

(Exhibit 34, p. 58).. |

237. VARLEY said that h'e and SAMANO did not sit down and specifically delve-
..;into the response in any level of detail at the time the document was

being put together (Exhibit 34, p. 66). 3,

238. SANAN0 stated that he and VARLEY had ongoing discussions about issues
during preparation of the submittal (Exhibit-18A, p. 3).

239. VARLEY.said he requested Newman & Holtzinger (NH),- brief everyone 9

involved in the October 4, 1990,~BECo response to the NRC on what was.a
material false. statement. VARLEY stated that he wanted to be sure that q

. people understood the importance of the response 'and the need for
'

accuracy and attention to detail-(Exhibit 34, pp. 43 and 44).

c 240. VARLEY recalled that the material false statement session involved an
afternoon session. NH's SILVEP. MAN explained a material false statement.
VARLEY said that he followed SILVERMAN by stressing the need to be.
accurate and advised that the-individuals would be responsible for theiri

' portion of the response (Exhibit 34, p. 48)..

241. VARLEY believes that SAMAN0 and PATTERSON were present for the' session
on a material false statement (Exhibit 34, pp. 48 and 49).

242. VARLEY advised that he asked Dave LANDAHL, on-site Emergency y

Preparedness Division Manager, BEco, if he recalled th'e briefing on a |
!material false statement. According to VARLEY, LANDAHL recalled the

briefing and that people signed a sheet that they had been briefed on
the issue (Exhibit 34, p. 92).

.

243. . BIRD did not have any knowledge of training to define a material false '

;

statement. BIRD said if there were any discussions, he believed that
they would have been along the lines of being sure that the response was
accurate, complete, forthright, and that the document was clear, 1

understandable, and stands alone (Exhibit 34A, p. 53). j
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BIRD |did not' recall if VARLEY had brought SILVERMN in:to' discuss with .)244..
BEco staff'what constitutes a material. false statement (Exhibit 34A,-- .

p.L54).-

-245. SAMN0 stated'that he did not~ recall attending training for a material:
false statement prior to preparation of the October 4,.1990,?BECo
response. SAMNO stated that he came in at the;" tail. end" of putting -' '

: .

together-the-BEco response. During that time frame, he was going back
- - and forth'between Boston and Rocky Flats, Colorado (Exhibit 18,.p. 3)~.

-
..

-

.

246. PATTERSON stated that'SILVERMAN did not give any-. training on'a material
false statement when he [PATTERSON -) was a BEco ~ planner. PATTERSON,

stated that he:did not receive training;on a material false statement ~
(Exhibit 21, p.-57).

.

. . - .

;

247.- WEBER recalled a couple of sessions when the planners met'with SAMANO, q
VARLEY, and SILVERMAN, .but he could not recall- any material false
statement training. WEBER said that during the session,-the importance
of the response was discussed. WEBER recalled that it was stressed that' !

: the facts be researched, that hearsay infomation not' be used and that :

the planner was responsible, for the item once the planner had concurred .1

(Exhibit 38A, p. 2). . :

248. MARK 0VICH advised that prior to the preparation of the October 4, 1990, !
response he did receive training from SILVERMAN concerning what- a
constituted a material false statement '(Exhibit 37, p.14). j

- !

249. MARK 0VICH stated that the training was|a' meeting in which they were ,,
'

directed to read and understand what a material false statement was and
. . . punishment-for doing such . . ." (Exhibit 37,.p."15). |"

f

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: - NH searched their files and did~not find'.any
'information relative to the training / discussions given by i

SILVERMAN to BEco planners on what constituted a material' false !

statement prior to the preparation of the October 4,1990, letter.- . i

t250. WEBER advised that for the October 4, 1990,' response there was a process
that held people accountable for the information that they provided' for~ >

the response (Exhibit 38, p. 48). >

251. WEBER said that he wrote his exercise response. items _ several times'. - The s
response items were reviewed word by word and sentence by sentence, with j
a quality assurance group to make sure that the response was true, i^

documentable, and reasonable (Exhibit 38, pp. 48,and 49).

252. WEBER advised that for each response ites, the planner'had to appear !
'

before a panel and defend the response. The panel.would-decide if.the
'

response was stated properly and if the response was true (Exhibit 38, .

p. 49). ,

- 253. WEBER could not comment if the rest of the response items in'the -

October 4,1990, letter went through a similar review process
i-
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-(Exhibit 38,.ph48).
~

.

-254., WE8ER stated that SAMAN0 was the editor and tracker of the response'

-

items, while the planners had to convince MARK 0VICH and VARLEY of their
response (Exhibit 38,'p. 49).

L* 1255. PATTERSON was not involved in any review process for Tr-70 because he
' was leaving (Exhibit 21,' p. 43).

256. ~PATTERSON said that.there was a short period of time to. prepare:the'

response. He was told he did not have to worry about/ the response, to
give us [ WEBER /SAMAN0] the information, which he did (Exhibit 21,;pp. 43
and 44).-

257. . GOOD, LAWLESS, P000LAK, and ERICKSON advised that they interviewed ~
GAVIGAN-[ November 7, 1990? (Exhibit 13,'p. 2; Exhibit 39, p'.-2;
Exhibit 12, p. 2; and Exh1 bit 14, p. 1).

258. G000 advised that GAVIGAN said that the MNG could respond and arrive at
the WRC in four to twelve hours, longer than what BECo had indicated in
their reply to the NRC-(Exhibit 13, p. 2).

259. LAWLESS stated that GAVIGAN made it very clear that the MNG response
time would be four to six hours in the best case and eight to-twelve
hours in the worst case. Information previously provided by BEco
[0ctober 4,1990, letter) projected a shorter MG response time

'~

-(Exhibit 39, p. 2).

260. ERICKSON said that GAVIGAN could not give an exact estimate of how long j
it would take MNG personnel to arrive at-the WRC. GAVIGAN did state !

that four to six hours would be required in the best case that eight.to
12 hours might be required in the worst case. ERICKSON did not ask !

GAVIGAN if he had previously advised BECo of these factors (Exhibit'12, ;

p. 1).

261. ERICKSON advised that as a result of the meeting with GAVIGAN, the task l
force got its first hint that there'were some questions about their '|
previous understanding of the MNG response time to the WRC. 'ERICKSON !

said that the task force decided that they needed to follow up to' verify
and document with GAVIGAN the response time of the MNG (Exhibit 12,

'

pp. I and 2).

262. LAWLESS advised that she did not read the October 4, 1990, BECo response
adding that, as a general rule, FEMA does not base their findings on
utility provided information, nor did the task force'(Exhibit 39, p. 2).

4

263. . LAWLESS said that she did not consider the conflicting information
concerning the MNG response time to be an attempt by BEco to mislead the
task force (Exhibit 39, p. 2).

264. From LAWLESS' perspective, GAVIGAN was- a credible source of information
because he represented the official MNG policy. LAWLESS did not-
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' consider BEco to:be;an authoritative source on the issue, therefore she>

perceived BEco's information to be a normal expression of their belief ..

(Exhibit 39,p.2).
4

265. P000LAK stated that the MG response time was; pivotal to'the task .

'
force's assessment of:the adequacy of the arrangements at the WRC.. In

*
- P000LAK's opinion,-the response time was unsatisfactory (Exhibit |12,

,

p. 3).

'266. P000LAK' advised that when he reviewed the BEco response,'he immediately2 J'
' -

-realized that the arrival time of the MNG was critical to the BEco plan:
(Exhibit'12, p. 2). q>

267. P000LAK said that he' viewed the BEco response as a " wished foru .

'

>

conclusion." .It was P000LAK's opinion that the BECo analysis had been
y'' written with the answer in mind, to fit the situation. For example,-the !

'

WRC would work based on the BECo stated arrival time of the evacuees
from the EPZ and the BEco stated response time of the MG (Exhibit:12,.

-

p. 3).
,

268. In P000LAK's opinion, by using their personnel to staff the reception- H
center, BEco eventually did what they should have done all .along: q. J

(Exhibit 12, p. 4).'

269. In response to an 0! question, BIRD said-that he woul'd not have expected.
that any kind of qualifying. statements concerning the MNG response time 'H
to have been included in the information that came through the process ;

of putting together the October (1990] response. BIRD said that he J

looked-at the numbers of people available and the' numbers that were I

needed, and to him, it looked as if there were more than'enough people |
available (Exhibit-34A, p. 51).

'

;

270. It was VARGA's opinion that.BEco should have submitted to the NRC
information concerning circumstances that could affect the response time
of.the MNG to the WRC.(Exhibit 15, p. 1).

271. ERICKSON declined to speculate that if BEco ha'd not been able to replace I
the MNG as first responders to the WRC, it would have affected the task- ,'

force's recommendation for a finding of reasonable assurance
(Exhibit 14, p. 3).

272. G000 stated that during a telephone conversation that sheLhad with.
Ike EICHHORN, a former BEco planner, she thought.that EICHHORN had said
that it was his idea to use the MNG to staff the'WRC (Exhibit 13, p.-3).

273. G000 said that during the conversation, EICHHORN told.her that h'e had*

participated in meetings and telephone conversations with the MNG.~ The .
.

MNG stated that they could probably respond within _an hour, but that -
they could not " formally" commit to an hour because their official-

' . response time for all emergencies was.4 to 12 hours. According to GOOD,
EICHHORN said that if the MNG changed their response-time to the WRC,
then they would have to change their response time for non-nuclear-

'
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(emergenciesL(Exhibit 13,'pp.3,5,and6). :|

.

L' 274. GOOD believed that the conversation with EICHHORN occurred in February:3

1991 or March 1991. GOOD prepared a memorandum dated July 17, 1991,. |

-
that documented her' conversation with EICHHORN at the request of P000LAK. |

,

'

(Exhibit 13, pp. 3.and 5)..- |
.

r . ,

-275. EICHHORN stated that he did not' te11_ G000 that it'was his idea to use
.the MG to staff the WRC. - EICHH0RN' advised:that he.was not. involved in'.
tany discussicns about using the MNG to staff the WRC, nor did he know-

~

who would have been involved in such discussions .(Exhibit .40,| p. 2). |

276. GAVIGAN' stated that EICHHORN was one-of the people who conducted.
training sessions for the MG. GAVIGAN said that EICHHORN was not
instrumental in getting the 194G to work at the M*C -(Exhibit 30, pp. 24 ~q

.and 25).
~ '

'

+ 277. In-the letter dated October 4, 1990, BECo stated that,;". . . The first
evacuees. arriving at Wellesley would occur at approximately five to six j

hours after the evacuation had been announced to the;public.; This
estimate is based on two' elements: Travel time to the EPZ Boundary
(3:45 hrs / min) and travel time from the EPZ Boundary to ths: reception
center (2:06 hrs / min) . . ." The letter further stated that the travol,

. !time estimate of 3:45 hrs / min for personnel in Duxbury or Marshfield to
the EPZ Boundary was based on the." Pilgrim Station Evacuation Time .j
Estimate and Traffic Management P1an Update" (PSE)'Rev. 1,-~ July 15,1 1

1989, Table 9-6 p. 9-9 (Exhibit 4, p.15). 3

a

278. SAMAN0 explained that he used Table 9-6, p. 9-9 of the PSE (Exhibit 41, q

p.15) to calculate the ETE of 3:45 hrs / min, which represents the ;
'

shortest travel time from the EPZ to the boundary. SAMAN0 thought that
!

3:45 hrs / min represented when the first evacuees would reach the EPZJ
boundary (Exhibit 17, p. 3).- 1

i

279. The October 4, 1990, BECo letter further st'ated that the travel time ,

estimate from the EPZ boundary to the reception center estimate was 2:06 |

hrs / min and was based on the " Traffic Management Plans in Supportlof - i

Reception. Centers for the Pilgrim Nuclear Power. Station" (TMP)-Rev.L1,3
September 22,1989, Table 6, p. ' 21 (Exhibit 4, p.- 18)'

'

|
280. SAMANO stated that he used Table 6 from the TMP. (Exhibit 42, p. 7) to '

*

obtain the 2:06 hrs / min, which represents-the estimate'of how long it
would take an evacuee to travel from the EPZ boundary to the WRC .j
(Exhibit 17, p. 3). >;

281. SAMAN0 advised that he did not know until.the ETE became an issue'that !
' _

Table 9-6'of the PSE and Table'6 of the TMP referred to the last |
,

evacuee, not the first, and that he had made a mistake in his i
,

' :
j' calculation of the ETE. SAMANO advised that he did not attempt to -!

mislead the NRC with his calculation of the ETE (Exhibit 17, p. 4). 1
!

282. SAMAN0 advised that the PSE and TMP were prepared by KLD Associates,
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Huntingdon Station, New York. ;SAMAN0 did not receive training on how.to
use the tables contained in'the.PSE and TMP, nor did he seek advice from-' - .

KLD.on-how to use the tables when he prepared his estimate (Exhibit 17,
P. 4). ,

283. SAMAN0~said that he did not know who found the ETE to-be in error, but-
~ hen BEco found out'there was an error, they~1mmediately corrected the.

-
'"' w

ETE and submitted the corrected ETE to the NRC (Exhibit 17 p.~4).-"
,>

c
;

284. KLD's GOLD 8LATT explained that Table 9-6 from.the PSE is representative'
of when the last evacuee-would leave the EPZ. ' GOLD 8LATT advised. thatn

>

travel time from the EPZ boundary to the WRC is represented by Table 6,.'
,

TMP (Exhibit 43, p. 2). ;

' U285. GOLD 8LATT advised that the' PSE does not specifically state' that the; data -
in Table 9-6 refers to the last evacuees to arrive at the' WRC.-
GOLD 8LATT said that the title of Table 9-6 implies that the table refers :

p' a to the last evacuee (Exhibit 43, p. 3).

286. GOLD 8LATT reviewed SAMAN0's analysis.and stated that it was his opinionL a

that SAMAN0 may have oversimplified his analysis. It was also
.

GOLDBLATT's opinion that the evidence seemed to show that SAMAN0 had-
been consistent in his thought process, when he chose the numbers that .

he used in his analysis.- SAMAN0 made consistent choices of_ data based 1-

upon his assumption, however, he did not interrret the data that-he'had e
used correctly (Exhibit 43, p. 3).

287. GOLD 8LATT said that he did not have any discussions with SAMANO during.
SAMAN0's preparation'of the ETE for the October 4,-1990, BECo letter >

(Exhibit 43, p. 3).
2

288. GOLD 8LATT stated that SAMAN0. telephonically contacted him-(no date ,

recalled) .once the ETE had become an issue, to see if it was factually
'

correct. GOLDBLATT stated that when SAMAN0 presented his assumption-
that it was the first person to leave the EPZ, GOLDBLATT corrected
SAMAN0 and-advised him that it was when the last person left the EPZ
(Exhibit 43, p. 3).

,

289. ERICKSON advised that the evacuation time estimates and the BEco-
estimate of when the first evacuee would arrive, contained in the i

'

October 4, 1990 BEco response, bothered the task force (Exhibit 14,
p. 3).

290. ERICKSON recalled thinking that the number was ridiculous and that BEco *

.
had made a serious calculation error. ERICKSON viewed ~the BECo' error as~
a serious blunder,'not an attempt to mislead the NRC. ERICKSON found no
evidence that BEco had deliberately tried to mislead the NRC on|this
issue (Exhibit 14, p. 3).

t

9 291. It was ERICKSON's recollection that P000LAK had some suspicions about
the BECo information based upon a conversation that he had with an NRC
employee (nfi) from Region V (Exhibit 14, p. 3). ,
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L 292'. P000LAK advised.that it was readily apparent-to him that the arrival* ,

time indicated by BEco for the first evacuees from the EPZ to the WRC .

a' ~ as actually an estimate of the arrival time for the last evacuees jw
(Exhibit ~12,'p.J2). 3

|

293. LAWLESS stated that, although' FEMA does not. have a written policy
statement concerning evacuee time arrival to 'a reception center, the' .
accepted time is about two hours after the order.to evacuate. - The about
two wur time was the result of prior litigation on the issue ;

-(Exhibit 39, p. 2). ,- _ , , ,

. .

1 -
.

294.; LAWLESS said that, from a common sense. point of view,'lt did 'not make i

any sense that it would take the first evacuees five to six hours to :

reach the WRC (Exhibit 39, p. 2).

-295. G000 recalled.that the task force did have a concern'about the BEco
stated ETE.- The concern was that the evacuees would arrive before the ,

WRC could be activated (Exhibit 13, p. 2). '|
296. G000 advised that the' BECo ETE was longer than what seemed to be . . . :

'
-logical . G000 advised that she had no reason'to believe that BECo had.
attempted to mislead the task force about the ETE. The. task force ;

obtained information form various sources, such.as the MNG and the MCDA,
to determine the active 194G response time (Exhibit 13, p.'2).

Conclusion No. lA: O 'd '' r '''''
#''' ' ~'

Based on the evidence. 01 concludes that BECo failed.to provide: complete ;

information to the NRC in a letter dated October 4,1990. Specifically, BEco i

,,; planners intentionally omitted qualifying factors that could affect the !'

'

response time of the MNG to the WRC. However, insufficient evidence was.
. ,

,4'j
g ,3 eveloped to conclude that BEco management was aware of and/or condoned theA

. ( ,, < - ' omission of the qualifying factors. j

.. .

'. Alleaation No. IB: Boston Edison Company was aware of the arrival time of -: |
.

'
.

J,;

? the Massachusetts National Guard to the Wellesley- '

'.Yr' Reception Center, and did not provide complete and'
,

e accurate information to the NRC in their February 21,'

7"( 1991, letter

Summary: .

The following individuals were interviewed by 01:RI on the dates indicated.
regarding Allegation No. 18. The pertinent testimony provided by these-
interviewees is documented in the second of four " Evidence" sections which-
appear in this report.*

Haag, Position Date of Interview (s)

Robert L. CONNORS CW3, Plans and Operations June 2, 1992
Section, MNG
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E George W.| DAVIS . Executive Vice President- November 20, 1992
'

' Operations, BECo, - anet Fonser - ' .- .

'' Senior Vice President-Nuclear,
p

BECo

'

. Robert A. ERICKSON ' Chief. Emergency Preparedness October.6, 1992- ,

t,,

Branch, WRC, NRC,: Headquarters

Jane A. FLEMING' Self-Employed, Title Examiner December 12-1991.&..
.,

Jan,uary 14. 1992
.

~f

'Jouglas. P. FORBES, Sr. - Director of Planning, MEMA - July 22,_1992 |
-t

Edward S. FRATTO Assistant Director, Nuclear! July 30, 1992'
Safety Program, MEMA and
Former Regional Planner,' MEMA !

'

Julia C. GABALDON Community Representative, August. 18, 1992
BEco and.Former Regional- .

Planner, MEMA -|

David W. GAVIGAN Colonel (Assistant Adjutant- March 18 & April!1,
L Gener.-1), _ MNG 1992, and February 5.-

1993 .

Reuben B. GOLDBLATT Principal Analyst, . September 24, 1992'
,

iKLD Associates. Inc.

Paul M. LANDRY Captain,' Commanding Officer, June 2, 1992
272nd Chemical Defense
Company, MNG and Former
Company Detachment Officer -

1
. ,

and Company Operations Officer
'$

(Lieutenant) 272nd Chemical
Defense Company, MNG ;

i

John L. LOVERING Former Acting Director, MEMA April 15,.1992
*

Ronald J. MARK 0VICH Offsite Emergency August 19, 1992
.

Preparedness Division Manager,
BEco

Raymond D.-MURPHY Colonel, Chief of Staff, MNG ' April 1,1992 ' !

^
'

Mark P. MURRAY Colonel, MNG - April 1, 1992

Robert L. PATTERSON Planner / Trainer,SE May 11 & December 22,' -

Technologies, Inc., and 1992 .|
,

Former Consultant, BEco y
1

-Edward E. P000LAK Special Assistant to the February 5,11992 |
|
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1 Deputy _ Assistant Secretary
for Health, DOE, and Former ..

, Section Chief, Western-
Section, Emergency.
Preparedness Section, NRC

'' w :. Steven A. VARGA| Director, Diviston of
_.

January 15, 1993''

Reactor Projects I/II, NRR,- ')'

-

- . NRC 3
;.

D .

Department Manager, BEco
.'Januari 22 & !Ronald A. VARLEY ~ Emergency Preparedness

.

' August 19,1 1992 !

r-

1

Wayne'F. WAGNER Adjutant; General,MNG May~14, 1992--:

s
9

' ~ Ray E. WEBER Contract Emergency Planner,, August 18, 1992, &.-

BEco. February 4, 1993 ,;

Evidence ,

,
.

1. In an office memorandum, dated February'15, 1991, to R. A. VARLEY;fros |
~

. *

D R. J. MARK 0VICH, MARK 0VICH stated that:
,

,I. .

. . . Based upon recent conversations between Colonel Gavigan .
'

"
,

(MNG) and members of my staff,-in the very unlikely scenario where !
' an immediate General Emergency is declared.at Pilgrim, the MNGLean i
,

have at least 10 people at Wellesley within about one: hour of,
notification.** Within about two hours, the MNG can have ate
least 20 personnel at Wellesley and within about three hours of ~ }
notification, 40.MNG personnel can be at Wellesley. Finally,'

'

within about four hours of notification, the full complement of
MNG personnel (48) assigned to perform the monitoring, and ;

decontamination of evacuees at Wellesley (one shift) will be at >

the facility. According to MCDA,_it has been their understanding,-
as well,. that the MNG will be able .to promptly. mobilize .(i.e., to 4
make personnel available in less than'4 - 6 hours). _ . ." ;

**| " Boston Edison's October 4,.1990 letter to'the NRC (Item Tr- [
+70 at p.11-98) generally states that "an advance [MNG):

party could be at Wellesley in one to four hours, with
remaining personnel . arriving at intervals up to six to
twelve hours." Those estimates.have since been~ refined.
While we understand that it may be the MNG's general policy ;,=

or practice to respond to emergency situations in about 4 - :
8 hours, our discussions, as mentioned above, indicate the-

'

;

ability to more promptly mobilize to support RERP-related
activities." ,

. ... Therefore, even at the earliest stages of a fast-breaking I"

- event in which an immediate General Emergency is declared, i

sufficient MNG personnel .would be available to begin monitoring - !

operations. (e.g., one hour after notification) . . ." ,

,
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'(Exhibit-5, pp. 6 and 7). 1'

-2. VARLEY advised that DAVIS did not author the February 21,1991,Lletter.
. VARLEY believed that the cover portion of the letter was developed by - ;4

Don SILVERMAN, an attorney.with Newman and Holtzinger (NH) (Exhibit 34,-
'

, .
p. 83).<

3. WEBER said that he had input into the-preparation o'f the analysis that '

.
was included in the-February ' 15, 1991, office memorandum (Exhibit 38,-
p. 51).-

'4. WEBER stated'that, the timely mobilization of the MNG to the WRC became
an issue as:a result of the public meeting, the task force,

~ correspondence between.GAVIGAN and MEMA,.and WE8ER's telephone- 1,

conversations with GAVIGAN (Exhibit 38, p. 51).- -

,

i

5. . WEBER believes that the analysis was initiated by BECo in response to
the controversy over the timely mobilization of the MG '(Exhibit 38,

'

pp. 51 and 52).

6. VARLEY advised that after the October 4,1990,'BECo letter was developed ,

and sent to the NRC, and as the task force cameLinto being, BECo began
to want to more clearly define, quantify, and document GAVIGAN's -

response capabilities, which is'when the response time became an issue:
of concern to "all of us" (Exhibit 34, p. 66).

7. VARLEY advised that, through discussions with ERICKSON, ERICKSON told-
him that the task force was uncomfortable relying upon a verbal
commitment. In order for the task force to be in the position to close?
out the issue, they wanted to see better documentation.: VARLEY said
that is when the response. time started to become an issue.that he became
involved in (Exhibit 34, p. 66).

.

8. VARLEY advised that it became the responsibility of the planner [ WEBER]
to try and make the MNG aware that response time was an issue with the
task force. According to VARLEY, if the MNG was going to-be involved,
the task force was looking for a more clear' cut definition of response-
time, which ultimately led to the discussion with GAVIGAN, and the need
for something more tangible than aLverbal assurance that the MNG would -

,

!

be at the WRC in one to four hours (Exhibit 34,.p. 60). ,
.

9. VARLEY opined that the transcript item involving. response time
ultimately translated into something that the. task' force wanted to look
at, as the task force did not feel comfortable with a verbal dialogue-
between the MNG and the planners for.BECo and the state.c VARLEY opined.
that the task force' wanted to see something in writing to close out the-

.

,
,

issue, which in turn put pressure on the MNG (Exhibit 34, p. 60).-.

10. VARLEY said that to satisfy the task force, BECo had to. identify another
group of. people in order to document the response time (Exhibit 34,
p. 60).
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' ' Ull. -It was;VARLEY?s opinion that the MG became nervous about the response -
-

time issue because it conflicted with their national [ mobilization]'' .
. . .

.

; | policy (Exhibit 34,'p; 60). 3
.

~ 12. VARLEY stated that the MG is not normally involved in the level of: i

detailed planning, and were not used to the kind of scrutiny and the
-level of attention to detail that FEMA and the task force were providing4

' (requiring]-(Exhibit-34, pp. 66 and 67). ,

.

13. ERICKSON' advised that his discussions-with VARLEY.primarily consisted of 3#
-!meeting with VARLEY's-staff to obtain documents that were pertinent to.

-the' task force (Exhibit 14, p.'3).
.

' 14. ERICKSON stated that the' task force was-not in the business of openi_ng
or closing issues. The task force simply recorded the facts that.were

jpresent at the time (Exhibit 14, p. 3). ~ E

15. ERICKSON stated that he did not recall that the task force'had requested- -|
BEco obtain writte' documentation from the MNG concerning the response . 1n
time issue. An earlier public concern had been that the NRC had relied
too heavily on BECo provided information. ERICKSON~said that tha task
force conducted an independent assessment of the. current s. tate or
emergency planning and distanced itself from BECo (Exhibit 14, p. 2).-

16. VARLEY advised that as the task force identified that they were-
concerned with the response time issue, VARLEY requested MARK 0VICH to
look at the issue in more detail and put together a better analysis:
(Exhibit 34, p. 76). ,

l

17. MARK 0VICH advised that he initiated the analysis because he-was trying
to " quantify" for the task force that the response time of the MN'd
should not be an issue (Exhibit'37, p. 28).

18. MARK 0VICH said that the task force did not request the.' analysis.
MARK 0VICH stated that he suggested to VARLEY that BECo create an-
analysis and VARLEY concurred (Exhibit 37,:pp. 28.and 29).

19. VARLEY advised that he had ongoing discussions with MARK 0VICH regarding
the memorandum during its preparation. However, VARLEY did not think
that he sat down and reviewed the memorandum line by line or issue-by |

issue with MARK 0VICH (Exhibit 34, p. 81). -

,.

20. DAVIS stated that he had several discussions with VARLEY- relative to the-

MNG response time in the month that preceded the February 1991 BEco
letter. The issue revolved around getting-an agreement' document-with
the state about the commitment of the MNG to respond to the WRC'

,

'

(Exhibit 44, p. 31).-

21. GAVIGAN advised that if what BECo stated in their February 21, 1991,
letter to the NRC-(Exhibit 5, pp. 5 and 6), represented the MNG response
time commitment, that was " completely erroneous."- The MG never said
that and the MNG did not sign any agreement involved. The MNG said
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7 right up' front;that there were too many. factors (Exhibit-45, pp. 21 and
. . .--,X 22).-

! GAVIGAN stated that' he~ made'it very clear that' the MNG can not guarantee }t
'

4 '22.
-numbers. GAVIGAN said the MNG never made-a response time commitment'to; ,

'

BEco (Exhibit 45, pp.'23,-~25, and 26). p>~.

- f[[j:' 23.- GAVIGAN stated that BECo's statement wasinot necessarily accurate
l^;* information.. GAVIGAN said that'in~his answer.to'P000LAK's letter- ';

considered to get.that' specific (Exhibit 45, p. 24)pctors to be-J
[ March 18,.1991)?he said that there were too many f

24.. LANDRY'said'that the MNG can'not guarantee how many-people'will show up,
and he thought that the number of people listed sounded "far fetched" 3

o(Exhibit 23, p. 3). ,

25. LANDRY said that no one from the MNG would: commit to a specific: response ..

~

time or commit a certain number of personnel .(Exhibit.23,' p. 3).--

26. LANDRY said that he never discussed such specific numbers, as stated in
'

-

the BEco February 15, 1991, office memorandum, with GABALDON, PATTERSON,-
or anyone from the MNG (Exhibit 23, pp. 3.and 4). -

27. CONN 0RS said that he did not commit the 272nd. Chemical Defense Company-
'

,

to arrive at the WRC in a specific period?of time and he did not" .,

guarantee that a specific number of personnel would arrive at the WRC. i

CONNORS stated that no.one from the MNG who knew anything would make.
that type of connitment-(Exhibit 25, p. 2).

28. GAVIGAN recalled planning discussions that he had with WEBER.. GAVIGAN: j

said that he "always" told WEBER that'there was'a "however" that could-
-

affect the MNG response time ~(Exhibit 45A, p. 1).;

29. GAVIGAN'said that he told WEBER from the beginning that'there were- _._

'

circumstances that could affect the MNG response time. .The MNG can not
.

guarantee a response +ime, the MNG can not guarantee:that the' personnel '

that were trained would be the personnel who would. respond, the MNG'were
not first responders, the MNG are citizen soldiers,~the unit may be-out_ ,

of state for training -(GAVIGAN used the example of annual training at'
Fort Druamond), the weather, the time of day, or'if the unit was on _.

~#

another mission (Exhibit 30, p. 36 and Exhibit-45A, p. 1).>

30. GAVIGAN stated that he told WEBER that, believe it or|not, sometimes it >'

is easier to get people in the middle of the night, rather than the- i

- middle of the day because during the day people could be at work,'in
-

school, or,out of state (Exhibit.30, p. 37).

31. GAVIGAN acknowledged that'when he had conversations with WEBER, he .. .
'

discussed the fact that the'MNG were not first responders 1and that the: ;

MNG should be considered as a backup force. GAVIGAN -also said that''

WEBER would have been aware that the'MNG did not replace civil ~ '

authority, command, or jurisdiction (Exhibit 30, pp. 36 and 39). y
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32. GAVIGAN stated that WEBER would have known th'at the MNG could not be|
-

specific and that..the MG needed flexibility in response time .

' _(Exhibit 45,=p.13).:

33. WE8ER stated that he was " pretty sure" that GAVIGAN brought up the fact.

that there might be times when the-272nd Chemical Company may be at
' training. WEBER stated that was always a factor and that GAVIGAN did'

~ -

reiterateLthat;:but GAVIGAN stated that he could send people from the
.

MG headquarters (Exhibit 38, pp. 77. and ,78).
,

...;

34. WEBER did not recall GAVIGAN telling him that-the MGfinust Etay general
~

and chn not get very specific, and that they.needed flexibility in'
. response time-(Exhibit 38, p. 81).

35.- WEBER' stated'that GAVIGAN did not'tell him that-he'could not guarantee
res anse time or guarantee the number of personnel that would respond

.|:(Extibit 38A, p. 2). y

3 36. WEBER, when questioned by 01, about' including the contingencies to the 1

MNG response time'in the BEco letter to the NRC, stated that it was a,

| " subjective' question" (Exhibit 38, pp. 78 and 79).
.

; 37. WEBER acknowledged that it was possible that clarification' of the: )
! response time.'and including the MNG contingencies could have raised more |

questions from the NRC. WEBER's opinion was that it looked like it' ]
would have been at least an option'to have included those contingencies ,

in the response to the NRC (Exhibit 38, pp. 79 and 80). )

38. WEBER thought the fact that GAVIGAN could send people from MNG .

Headquarters was why GAVIGAN could insure that 10 people would be there
in the first hour. WEBER stated that GAVIGAN said there may be .
instances when the MNG were out of town, but he would send people from-
headquarters, which was how he got the ten and twenty people there
(Exhibit 38, p. 78).

39. .,In the February 21, 1991, letter to the NRC, BECo advised that they had 1
fdetermined that Item Tr-70 of the October 4,~1990, response contained an

'

.

! inaccurate statement. Item Tr-70 stated that the first evacuees-
arriving at the WRC would occur at approximately five to six hours after

-the evacuation had been announced to the public. 'In the February 21,
1991, letter, BEco stated that they anticipated that the first evacuees

L would arrive at the WRC within the first 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 hours after the
evacuation order (Exhibit 5, p. 1)..

40. The February 15, 1991, office. memorandum also stated that, ". . . the.
E - earliest that any evacuees would be expected to arrive at Wellesley is

approximatelyonehourandthirtyminutes***|afteranevacuationofthe
-

EPZ is ordered.
,

***| In Boston Edison's October 4, 1990 Letter to the NRC (Item Tr-70
at p. 11-98), Boston Edison stated that the first evacuees would-

arrive at Wellesley about five to six hours after the public was
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notified to evscuate. The statement that the first evacuees would' '

# |? ,

: arrive at Wellesley -in about five'to six hours is inaccurate.
More detailed analysis results in a better estimate:of about one- 11

~

'
hour and thirty minutes as discussed in this memorandum"n
..(Exhibit 5, p. 7)'

' 41. .VARLEY advised.that SAMAN0.had made an error. in the compilation of the .'

-

ETE because he misunderstood the information_when he extracted it'
/ .(Exhibit 34, p. 80)..

.
.. . ,

42. >VARLEY advised that when BEco encounters an' error 16 information'
provided to the NRC, such as SAMAN0's error inLealculating the ETE, BECo .
immediately brings the_ error _.to the attention ~of|the NRC (Exhibit'34,".
p. 99).

I -43. DAVIS recalled that he had' discussions with VARLEY'concerning.the
F' analysis. . DAVIS said~that the. gist of his concerns were how did:BECo

make a projection of six to eight ~ hours for the'origina1Larrival times j
'

~ . for the evacuees from the EPZ to arrive at the WRC, when clearly it / 1

would take less time (Exhibit 44, p.zl9). !
~

- ,

D
.

)44. DAVIS recalled that the justification.was.that the original report _. .

H[0ctober 4,'1990] had identified what BEco thought the totalztime would''

be when the'last of the evacuees would arrive at the WRC, not when the- "q
F first evacuees would arrive (Exhibit 44, p. 19)..

b 45. DAVIS stated that what was important to him was to correct the record -

and get a letter to the NRC that corrected the record. There'seemed; tor .I
,

be a logical explanation and the important thing was to put the real.-
'

,- facts on the record (Exhibit 44, pp.-19, 25, and 26).:

46. WEBER recalled that KLD conducted the ETE analysis that produced the ETE ~ i

[ of one hour and thirty minutes (Exhibit 38, p. 88). ;
!u

47. WEBER stated that SAMAN0 had conducted the' previous ETE analysis that;
resulted in an ETE of five to six hours (Exhibit-38, p.'_88)..r

48. WEBER said that he was not sure who found the error in SAMAN0's ETE
'

analysis. WEBER stated that he was not the person who identified the' l

error (Exhibit 38, pp. 88 and 89).
,

49. WEBER was asked by MARK 0VICH to conduct 'an ETE1 analysis and he'made the
^- contact with KLD to start the. process. WEBER was not sure.if.the ETE. .

error was found before or after KLD conducted their_ ETE analysis-
(Exhibit 38, pp. 88, 89, and 91).

50. WEBER contacted KLD and ad' vised them that BECo needed a further ETE
analysis of when the first person would arrive at the.WRC. .The purpose
of the analysis was to document that, based on the response time of the-

.

MNG and the ETE for the first evacuees, there would still be personnel'

available at the WRC (Exhibit 38, pp. 91 and 92).
'

q
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51. .KLD'sLGOLDBLATT advised that, subsequent to his conversation with- :'-
:

SAMAND, he was telephonically contacted by WEBER'in early January 1991 ,.- ,

(Exhibit 43, p.13). ..

' 52. GOLDBLATT said that WEBER requested him to analyze the estimated arrival =
'

times.of evacuees to the WRC. WEBER did not' provide a' detailed'
' explanation as to why he wanted the analysis, other than to say that a ,~

>

contention had developed on the ETE issue and that BECo wanted to i

. .

; respond to it (Exhibit 43, p. 3).

53. GOLD 8tATT prepared a letter dated January 10,1991,t8 WEBER,and
-forwarded a spreadsheet concerning the requested analysis:(Exhibit 43,- ,

p.-4 and Exhibit 46, pp. 1-and'2).
. . ,

. . .

- 54. GOLD 8LATT prepared a second letter to WEBER,~ dated January 23, 1991,
which forwarded a refined ETE analysis which' superseded his January 10, . , ,

1991, letter.(Exhibit 43, p. 4 and Exhibit 47, pp. 2 and 3).
~ '

.

.

55. After reviewing a: table titled, " Cumulative Number 'of General Public
'

Arriving at Wellesley Reception Center Prior to Full Facility Staff
f Mobilization" (CNG) (Exhibit 5, p. 11) GOLDBLATT advised that he would ,

have cast the table differently to reflect that the first, evacuee to.
arrive at the WRC would have been between 1:00 to 1:30 hours after the ..

order to evacuate. The BECo table reflects that the first evacuee to' 1

arrive at the hRC would be between 1:30 and 2:30 hours after the order'
to evacuate (Exhibit 43, p. 4 and Exhibit'5, p. 11).-3

,

:

56. WEBER recalled that most of his conversations with GAVIGAN were
telephonic. He could not recall ~ if he had a personnel meeting with i

GAVIGAN (Exhibit 38, pp.-54 and 55).

57. WEBER guessed that he had three or four telephone conversations.with' '

GAVIGAN. WEBER stated that he.had initiated the telephone conversations'
f with GAVIGAN-because BEco was trying tc find out the NNG response time''

W* I and to see if GAVIGAN would confirm the' response times that he and-
GAVIGAN had discussed (Exhibit.38, p. 55).2

58. WEBER said that for the most part he did not document his. telephone
conversations with GAVIGAN'(Exhibit 38, p. 56).

59. " Boston Edison Pilgrim Station Offsite EP Telecon Record" indicates that -'

WEBER documented a January 31, 1991, telephone call that he had with:
.

" GAVIGAN_(Exhibit 48, p. 1).

60. WEBER said that on January 31, 1991, he called GAVIGAN. WEBER told him
the MNG response time was an issue and that he was trying to get a'

confirmation of. their previous conversations (Exhibit ~38, p. 58).,

~ 61. WEBER stated that he asked GAVIGAN that, for the record, could they
confirm what had been discussed earlier; such as that you-would have 10,
20, and so forth. According to WEBER, GAVIGAN said yes that was a.true !-

estimate of his previous conversations (Exhibit 38, pp. 58 and 59). |'

;
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62. 'The telephone ~ record indicates'tnat' GAVIGAN reiterated / confirmed his:
,

"y '
earlier estimates of. December 1990, for MNG response times;in a' fast .d'

: . breaking event;(Exhibit (48, p. 1)._. ;
.

'

63. -
.

.
,v .

The' telephone record further indicates that GAVIGAN said that within one-
. . ..

4

J*e,. hour of notification the:MNG could have 10 personnel atJthe WRC;:within- ;
,

-

two hours.there would be 20 people; within three hours, 40 people, and- !

' within four hours could have the entire complement (48)' of 18fG d
.

y monitoring / decontamination personne1'there ready to.nonitorLevacuees-- |

f -(Exhibit'48, p. 1).- f-
.

j,

..

64. WEBER advised'that he documented the January 31, 1991, telephone d
:convwrsation with GAVIGAN because,Las the response time became more'of- ;

,,
'

an issue, BECc was attempting to have GAVIGAN confirm in writii.3.that-,

the response tine was true (Exhibit 38, p. 57).- :,,
1

65. WEBER stated that a day or two after the January 31, 1991, telephone N
1conversation with GAVIGAN, na had a discussion with MARK 0VICH.

' MARK 0VICH requested that. WEBER document the January 31,.1991,
conversation with GAVIGAN (Exhibit 38, p. 58). i

. . - i
66. WEBER advised that MARK 0VICH did I.ot ask him to document earlier , i

conversations because he and MARK 0VICH both felt:that. rewriting a- .i
December 1990 conversation would probably have'been presumptuous "at 1
this point." WEBER said.that he and MARK 0VICH both. felt' that documenting- *

v a call that occurred two days earlier-was not'a " bad time" (Exhibit 38, '

p. 58). |

67. MARK 0VICH believed that' VARLEY suggested that the ' call' to'GAVIGAN be ' d
documented. MARK 0VICH stated that he did not know why other telephone .;

' conversations with GAVIGAN had not been documented (Exhibit 37, p.c39).. j

68. WEBER said that BEco say.have realized that GAVIGAN was not going to . j

confirm the MNG response time in writing or BEco may have become aware ;

r that the response time-was going to be an issue and investigated, ,

therefore,'BEco sho d have some documentation (Exhibit'38,.;p. 57).-
-|,

69. WEBER advised that after some discussion, GAVIGAN confirmed th'a numbers: !
that were in the analysis. ~ WEBER stated that he would ask-GAVIGAN how !

many personnel he could have at the WRC in the first hour and GAVIGAN .
,,

. . . might have said ten . . ." WEBER said that he told GAVIGAN that"

he was writing that down (Exhibit 38, pp. 55 and 56). j,,
;

70. WEBER said that his conversations with GAVIGAN about response time were !
"obviously a discussion." GAVIGAN did not call him and say ". . -. yep, [.

we can have.10, we can have 20 . . ."'(Exhibit 38, p. 56).

d71. WEBER said that he asked GAVIGAN what he could have at the WRC in the ,

'!first hour. WEBER told GAVIGAN that he understood some of his personnel
lived there. WEBER stated that GAVIGAN told him that they had people at. i

headquarters, and because they had personnel in the area, the MNG had j
the~ additional capability of getting people there very quickly;' it would j

:
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'be no.problemi(Exhibit 38, pp. 74 and 75).
'

U '

'72. . WE8ER could not' remember if GAVIGM told him where he.obtained the
response time hours and number of personnel.. WEBER said that they may-
have been the result of their conversations (Exhibit 38, p. 74)."

>73. :WE8ER denied that he gave GAVIGM the numbers of the personnel reporting'.
at various hours., He believed the numbers were a result of their back

~

and forth discussion on what GAVIGAN could have at the WRCrat a certain.

{'
time-(Exhibit 38, p.'75). ..

74. GAVIGM said that,-a couple of times, he had received feedback from the -
chemical company that there were better ways to do things at the WRC,
which he mentioned to WEBER. 'GAVIGAN told WE8ER that they should

,

probably meet and get input from the people who.will_ do the work' and see
if improvements could be made. GAVIGAN advised that such a' meeting

. never took place and that he was basically involved with WEBER on-

training issues (Exhibit 45, p. 16).
.

75. GAVIGAN stated that a review of his files disclosed that he had two
telephone calls with WEBER; February 6,1991, and February 14, 1991.-
GAVIGAN advised that he probably.had. additional telephone , calls that he
did not record. The calls ~ revolved around the training of the'mG
troops and the setting up of drills and practical exercises (Exhibit 45,
p. 3).

76. GAVIGAN said that he had a conversation (nfi) with.VARLEY or maybe one
of VARLEY's-assistants (nfi). They were attempting to say that, in an
emergency, wouldn't you have [the MG)~ people at the WRC in the first
hour. GAVICM 'said that he responded that quite possibly the MNG could, ;

however,'it depended upon the day, weather conditions, and unit- -

availability (Exhibit 45, p. 25)- j.

77. GAVIGAN stated that he thought he always said the MNG could respond, he ,

never ". . . shut the door on them . . . ." and said no, the MG can not i

'lhave people there. But','GAVIGAN never said that we [MG)'can have ten
people there, we [MNG) can have twenty people there (Exhibit 45 pp. 25 !

.

]| and 26).
- ~ '

.
-

78. GAVIGAN said that the MNG could have a hundred people at the WRC' in the )
first hour or the MNG could have none, it depends on the. situation and 1
there were too many circumstances involved-to put it down that concrete :

(Exhibit 45, pp. 25 and 26). j'

|

79. GAVIGAN stated that was clear to BEco and MEMA from the beginning. I1

.

GAVIGAN said that MEMA had more direct contact with BEco than he did
(Exhibit 45, p. 26).

.- 80. GAVIGAN said that he "always" told WEBER that there was.a "however" that
? could effect the MNG response time (Exhibit 45A,'p. 1).

81. MARK 0VICH said that GAVIGAN had a meeting with WEBER at BEco to dis uss>

'
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the MG ~ response time. MARK 0VICH-advised that he participated in ~a - j
portion of the meeting (Exhibit 37, p.;32). .oj~

,

82. MARK 0VICH stated that the purpose of the meeting with GAVIGAN was to 3

discuss the MG responseztime and to see if GAV..GAN would be~ willing to ,

1 discuss the response time with Richard STROME, Regional Administrator, ),

. .;
' FEMA.1 According to MARK 0VICH,JGAVIGAN was~more than willing to do so.

1(Exhibit 37,-pp. 32 and 36). '

~4
-

,

83. MARK 0VICH advised that BECo was trying.to get the response time
information to the task force and the best way would have been for .

GAVIGAN to.tell STROME directly (Exhibit 37, p. 32). ]
~

.

. .
.

.

-
.

,

84. MARK 0VICH stated that GAVIGAN specifically said.at least 10 people in. 1

one hour, 20 within two-hours or 20 within three hours, 40 within three ,

hours and the full complement within four hours (Exhibit 37, p. 33). |

85. MARK 0VICH~s.dvised that he did not know if the meeting with GAVIGAN was .

before or after WEBER's. telephone conversations with GAVIGAN |
(Exhibit 37, p. 32). j

86. During the discussion, MARK 0VICH said that GAVIGAN_was quite clear that I

the times that were reported in the document [ February 15, 1991,, ;

analysis] were the times in 'Aich he could supply MNG personnel. !
' MARK 0VICH said that GAVIGAN did not see the times that were reported in-

- '
|

the' document [ February 15, 1991, analysis]- (Exhibit 37, p. 33).

87. MARK 0VICH advised that GAVIGAN did not say to him that he couldinot- .i'
guarantee the response time of the MNG, nor did he say he could note
guarantee the number of personnel. In response to questions from OI, |
MARK 0VICH said that GAVIGAN did not tell him that there would be ,

circumstances when the MhG could not report; such as, the response time !

>
depends upon the time of day or weather (Exhibit 37, p. 34).

88. MARK 0VICH stated that:the first time th.t he became aware of those I
circumstances was in correspondence from GAVIGAN to "whomever"
(Exhibit 37, p. 35).

|

89. MARK 0VICH said that GAVIGAN was not hesitant, nor did he express any i

concern about committing to the response time (Exhibit:37, p. 36). ,|
i

90. MARK 0VICH did not recall WEBER ever telling him that GAVIGAN was |w
hesitant to commit to the response time or that there were circumstances !

that could effect MNG response time (Exhibit 37, p. 37).

91. WEBER recalled that GAVIGAN came to BEco in January 1991, to pick up a
check for training that the MNG had received earlier in Js.nuary.' WEBER'
reiterated to GAVIGAN the response times that they had discussed ,

'"

previously and GAVIGAN agreed that they were what he had said
(Exhibit 38A, p. 2).

92. WEBER said that he walked with GAVIGAN to MARK 0VICH's office where' he
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! reiterated the response times-to MARK 0VICH in front'of GAVIGAN'' !

v |'(Exhibit.38A,pp2).''
,

,

93. . WEBER stated that MARK 0VICH asked GAVIGAN if he would consider telling. '

STROME what he had told them and GAVIGAN agreed.- - An attempt was made to i

-
call STROME, however, he war *ot available (Exhibit.38A, p.E2). 3

. 94. WEBER could not recall if. GAVIGAN made any qualifying statements' ~ !

concerning the factors that could effect response time during.the . .i
' ~

jconversation with MARK 0VICH (Exhibit 38A,.p. 2). j..
,

.

95. GAVIGAN said that he met with WEBER'and MARK 0VICH at BEco sometime;in . 1
January 1991.. GAVIGAN could not recall if MARK 0VICH and WEBER' asked hiaL. ,

to talk with'STROME to confirm previously' discussed response times,tnor <l

could he recall if he agreed to do'so -(Exhibit 45A,- p. -2). , 1

0 96. VARLEY said that he did not participate in any conversations with' )
GAVIGAN concerning the refined response time (Exhibit 34~, p. 82). :*

97. VARLEY thought that MARK 0VICH and WEBER had suggested-a telephone call |'

between GAVIGAN and FEMA's STROME, so that GAVLGAN could state his'

intentions for response time. VARLEY thought that GAVIGAN'had been ,

willing to make the call, however, the call did not take place because i

GAVIGAN and STROME were not available at the same time (Exhibit 34, j.
' pp. 82 and 83).

. , . .

. i-

98. VARLEY knew that BECo had hoped that- the meeting with GAVIGAN would' j
produce a better understanding for the task force, concerning GAVIGAN's i

i M tions as far as the response time-(Exhibit 3?, p. 82). j
I

99. An undated draft letter to .VARLEY. from GAVIGAN (not signed and'not 1

prepared by GAVIGAN) concerning.MG personnel mobilization times to the -|7 WRC in response to an incident at PNPS, stated that: ),

I assured him then and will reiterate now that.in the event of a rapid-
breaking emergency and evacuation: Within one hour of notification to

'

STARC Headquarters, the National Guard can and will have at least ten
(10) of our trained personnel- at the Wellesley DPW facility. Within two
(2) hours of notification to us we can and will-have at least 20 trained-
National Guard personnel at the Wellesley facility; within 'three. (3)

~
~

hours of notification, we can and will have at least thirty five'(35)
trained personnel at Wellesley; and within four (4) hours of.
notification to STARC Headquarters,- the Massachusetts National Guard"

will have the full complement of personnel (48) necessary to operate
monitoring and decontamination functions'at the Wellesley Reception-
Center (Exhibit 49, pp. I and 2)^

;

'

100. VARLEY advised that as a result of his discussion with ERICKSON, and his
feeling that the task force required something more tangible in the form-
of a commitment from GAVIGAN than dialogue, it may have been his idea to '!'

prepare the letter for GAVIGAN. VARLEY said that the letter was ]
developed to respond to the task force need to see something that more !

:
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clearly delineated the MNG response time. VARLEY could not'specifically
recall a telephone call to WEBER at the WRC to discuss the idea of: .-^

+

J : creating the letter.(Exhibit 34,"pp. 84,- 88, and 90).
.

101.-.VARLEY said that'the letter prepared for GAVIGAN's signature was a way'
.!to provide the task force with BEco's understanding of the fGIG

capability tairespond to the WRC (Exhibit 34,~p. 84). .

102; VARLEY advised the letter may have been. drafted in the January. .

j'

February, or March 1991' time frame. VARLEY could not' recall seeing the- 1

draft letter (Exhibit 34,- p. 85). j-

.

;,

103. VARLEY advised that the purpose of the letter was to have something in: i

_lwriting that more clearly defined.the role of the 1916.- The letter was -

Jfor GAVIGAN to.use and change as'he desired, that.could then be given to
lthe task force.as something. tangible-that stated the IGIG position on .

|response time. -VARLEY' advised that the intent of the letter was to help
GAVIGAN, who was several layers renoved from the task force, come up l
with a way to relay the information on response time-to the task force .;

(Exhibit 34, pp. 86 and 89), ,

.

. . |
|

104. VARLEY advised that the February 21, 1991, BECo letter t'o the NRC would , i
not have satisfied the task force, because it came from the. utility. <,

The task force was looking for something from the responding
organization (Exhibit 34, p. 90).c

1105. WEBER testified that he prepared the draft letter on'a ' computer:at
Wellesley;-however, he did not know.the date. . He advised that the draft :

letter was probably prepared to support his January 31, 1991, telephone ;

conversation with GAVIGAN, however, he was not sure (Exhibit 38,.pp. 61 j
and 63)..

106. WEBER believes that the day he prepared the draft letter he was on a ' :!
conference call'with VARLEY, MARK 0VICH,'and'SILVERMAN. The conference 1

~

call may have been prior to the February 15, 1991, BECo office
'

memorandum. WEBER's best guess was that'the draft letter was prepared |
between the January 31, 1991, conversation with GAVIGAN-and when the. 1

February 21, ~ 1991', BECo letter went' out. ' WEBER stated that.the draft d#

letter from GAVIGAN to VARLEY was written to support the response time. 1
information (Exhibit 38, pp. 62 and|63).- ;

}
107. WEBER stated that he was at the WRC doing' normal activities associated {.

with the planning effort. -WEBER " guessed" that there was a sense of i
,

urgency, whatever the date was, about getting the draft letter out j

(Exhibit 38, pp. 70 and 71). ;
-

,

108. WEBER advised they.[SILVERMAN, VARLEY, and MARK 0VICH]'said they could !
sit down and draft the letter for his approval. WEBER told them that he -|
was sitting at the computer, he would draft it,'and they should tell h'im
in general what they wanted in the letter (Exhibit 38, p.-71). |

i4

109. WEBER stated that he typed the letter and faxed it to them [SILVERMAN,
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VARLEY,^'and MARK 0VICH] (Exhibit'38,1p. 71)."

. . . . .

Anundat'eddraftle'tertoVARLEYfromGAVIGAN-(notsigned),and. bearing _t
.

;110.1

.f'
handwritten comments,1concerning telephone conversations, stated that:
within~about'one hour.of notification to STARC Headquarters of-the-2

General Emergency Classification, the National, Guard should be' able to
provide at lesst ten .(10)' trained = personnel to'.the Wellesley DPW : o'

facility; within about two (2) hourstof notification.to the us,ithe MG
should be able to provide at least 20 trained. National Guard personne1Jg at the Wellesley facility; within about three:(3) hours of notification, q

we should be able to provide at least ~ thirty f4ve (35)' trained personnel- y

.at the Wellesley facility;. and within about four (4) hours,- we. should c!
e have the full complement of. personnel (48) assigned to operate the

onitoring/ decontamination' function.at the Wellesley facility; m
(Exhibit'50, pp. 1 and 2).'

111.' The undated draft letter included the handwritten statement that,
"Because I have discussed .this matter on several occasions _ in the past
with your staff, I thought it would be useful to document our!

''

discussions" (Exhibit 50, p. 2).

112. VARLEY did not recall ~'seeing this version of the draft letter. VARLEY
advised that the handwritten notations that appeared on the draft letter
were'not his. VARLEY guessed that they may be SILVERMAN's' notations.
-(Exhibit 34,'pp. 82 and 85).

i

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: .SILVERMAN was contacted and declined an OI
~ interview due to attorney / client privilege. ' DAVIS advised that,

'
,

based on the advice of Ceco in-house counsel, BEco was also .

opposed to waiving the attorney / client privilege by: allowing OI to
interview SILVERMAN.-

113. VARLEY believed that the original draft of this letter was probably
prepared by WEBER at MARK 0VICH's direction:(Exhibit 34, p. 85).

114. VARLEY said.that he was not closely-aligned with who wrote the-letter.
VARLEY stated that WEBER probably wrote the first draft and then it may
have been reviewed internally by MARK 0VICH or SILVERMAN or someone else
(nfi) who worked on the issue (Exhibit 34, p. 86). i

115. WEBER believes that he sent or faxed his version of the' typed letter to
VARLEY, MARK 0VICH, or SILVERMAN, that day, which they subsequently had
typed and had comments from SILVERMAN or somebody else (Exhibit 38,'

pp. 64 and 66).

- 116. WEBER thought that the end result of the draft letter is what was faxed*

to GAVIGAN (Exhibit 38, p. 64).

117. WEBER stated that the handwritten connents on the letter were not his.
WEBER was sure that the handwriting belonged to VARLEY or SILVERMAN.
WEBER did not think that the handwritten changes were GAVIGAN's. WEBER
advised that he wanted to clarify that he did not know whether the
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letter with1the handwritten ' comments was the final version of the draft d' '' '

(Exhibit-38,'p."66).
' .1.

;

. INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: NH reviewed their files.and. advised'they":had.'

no' information' pertaining to any . draft letter prepared for : j,

-

GAVIGAN's signature.' j,

. '
..

<
.

WEBER did not have a copy of the final draft letter. He . recalled; that - i118.->

VARLEY, MARK 0VICH, and SILVERMAN asked him to review the marked up copy.''
l
i

.

and he recalled telling them'that it-looked good torhim (Exhibit |38,
7 p. 66).

'

' "
'

.i

:119. WEBER said that, _although he prepared.the draft letter, he did not know . !
where the figure of 35 personnel reporting to the WRC in the' third hour - -!

-

had been obtained.. That number was different than what was indicated in i

the January 31, 1991, telephone conversation record and in:the' l
February 15, 1991, BECo office memorandum which indicated 40 personnel |

(Exhibit 30,-p. 68).
~ j

120. WEBER said that he was.not likely to have made that change on his own' >{.

WEBER advised that he understood there was a discrepancy and he did not .j
know how it came about (Exhibit 38, pp.~ 68 and 69). ;-

3
121. VARLEY stated that he did not know specifica1,1y whera the numbers.for J

personnel were obtained. VARLEY's assumption was.that-WEBER was the j

source of the numbers through his discussions (with GAVIGAN) ]
(Exhibit 34, p. 91). 1

122. VARLEY. advised that he was not aware of the difference in the number'of l

personnel that would be available in three hours as reflected Lin the= '
:

~

iFebruary 15,1991,Janalysis and the two undated draft letters
(Exhibit 34, p. 91).: 1

i

123. WEBER thought that-the figure for the number of personne1' indicated in- a

the letter may have been the result of a telephone conversation with
SILVERMAN, VARLEY, and MARK 0VICH, and that they may have said to lower
the number from 40 to 35, but he did not know (Exhibit 38, p. 68)..

124. WEBER could not explain why SILVERMAN, VARLEY, or MARK 0VICH.would. Iower qs
the number of personnel to 35 in the draft letter to GAVIGAN and provide 'a
the number 40 in official correspondence to the NRC (Exhibit 38, pp'.|68'
and 69). .

..

125. WEBER advised that, at the time the' draft letter was prepared, he did-
not think that GAVIGAN was aware that such a letter was being prepared

,

-for his signature (Exhibit 38, p. 71).- .I

126. WEBER did not think that GAVIGAN signed ths; letter but he did not think'

that GAVIGAN failed to sign it because it was inaccurate (Exhibit'38,
p. 71).

: 127. VARLEY also did not think that GAVIGAN signed the letter. VARLEY-
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;J;
' thought that'when GAVIGAN took the letter to his organization'there was-

~

o
. . - !-1 ," some concern with the1"dichotosty" between responding-to a radiological

. emergency _ and the committed - national . response . time (Exhibit 34, . p. 86). - .{
-

m .

- a
. 7 128. WEBER said-that a day or two after he had prepared the initial draft ,

letter,- and after. he had been shown a copy of the final draft letter, he j
* was asked to talk to GAVIGAN to see:if he would sign the letter. WEBER

.

Estated that he was asked to speak with GAVIGAN to see if;he would_ sign a :
commitment like this.. WEBER said that~it.was not any secret that BEco

[" wanted GAVIGAN to put something'in. writing.(Exhibit 38, pp. 71 and 72). '. |i
.

.

129. WEBER said.that he was given the final draft of the'[etter. WEBER j
called GAVIGAN and asked him whether, based on.their previous- 14 .

conversations and numbers,'would he be willing to sign the document? !

GAVIGAN said to fax him a copy, and that he would take a look~ at it and n

-see what he could do (Exhibit 38, p. 72). . '
,

,

130. WEBER stated that sometime later (nfi) he called'GAVIGAN, at which time j
GAVIGAN told him that he had shown-the letter to attorneys for the MNG- ,

and that they advised him not to sign the letter on legal grounds j
(Exhibit 38, p. 73). l

131b WEBER asked GAVIGAN why he could not sign the letter. GAV'IGAN told
| WEBER that the letter did not represent the National Guard's- official !

I response time of four to eight hours. GAVIGAN told WEBER that even I

though he. thought he could get people to the WRC earlier, he was not )
going to sign anything on the advice he received form the mig attorneys :j
(Exhibit 38, p. 73). -;

132. WEBER said that GAVIGAN told him that'the offictal position was the
attorneys had advised him not to cosmiit to this [responseitime) in .

. writing and he was not going to do so at-this time (Exhibit 38, p. 74).

b 133. WEBER does not recall GAVIGAN telling him that'the numbers in the letter
were wrong (Exhibit 38, p. 74). 1

134. WEBER said that all along GAVIGAN had said that he could have certain
numbers at the WRC but the official- word '[on response time).had always
been four to eight' hours (Exhibit 38, pp. 76 and 77).

135. WEBER said that it was evident to him that when BEco was asking GAVIGAN '

to sign the letter, there was an official response time policy. Because-
' GAVIGAN told him unotficially that he could have-someone at the WRC, it

did not mean that he was going.to sign the BEco letter (Exhibit-38, p.
84).

,

136. WEBER stated that when he gave GAVIGAN the letter the idea was that BECo
wanted him [GAVIGAN) to put in writing what he had said to WEBER over
the phone; GAVIGAN at that point backed off and said he was not going to
do that (Exhibit 38, pp. 84 and 85).

137. WEBER said that once GAVIGAN would not sign the letter, BEco did not
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push the matter any further. 'In fact, there was; discussion that:
possibly BECo had made'a mistake by asking him to sign the letter- .n!
because BEco had a working agreement with GAVIGAN (Exhibit 38, p.85)

,

~138. WEBER stated .that GAVIGAN told him that the MNG attorneys were. mulling

'

over the question of the MNG's involvement'at the WRC (Exhibit 38,. :

p. 85).:

139'. ' WEBER.said that when he reported GAVIGAN's comment to BEco, they said'

now is the time to back off because we do'not want to. push this too hard-.

and lose them altogether. . WEBER stated that BECo wanted the MNG and:
.

je

they needed the MNG (Exhibit 38, p. 85). t

,

..
.

.

:

140. WEBER said.that it did not take a lot af imagination to. figure out the.-
.
",

person who suggested the-idea of getting GAVIGAN to sign the letter,.it' s

came'from SILVERMAN. However, WEBER could not say that for sure ;

(Exhibit 38, p. 86), i

a
141. GAVIGAN acknowledged that he knew that the draft letter was being $

prepared for his signature (Exhibit 30, p.'24).

142. GAVIGAN stated that WEBER recommended preparing the letter and that-BECo
was anxious to get something signed and in place (Exhibit 30, p.'24).. 1

143. GAVIGAN acknowledged that the draft letter was discussed with WEBER _and )
said he told WEBER that he would have to see.a copy of the draft. 1
GAVIGAN said that he and WEBER discussed. things like within one hour,- |
with WEBER making notes.- GAVIGAN stated that he told WEBER that the one -'

hour was possible, but the wording would have to be changed (Exhibit 45, 'i
p.'27). -|

144. GAVIGAN acknowledged that he discussed the response times with WEBER as ,

written in the draft letter (Exhibit 30, p. 19). 1

145. GAVIGAN said that he "always" told WEBER that there was a "however" that ,
'could effect the MNC response time (Exhibit 45A, p. 1).

146. -GAVIGAN' advised that WEBER wanted the wording a lot more concrete, to
say that the MNG would be able to respond as indicated in the letter. :

GAVIGAN stated that he told WEBER the MNG could not-give an ironclad
'

.

guarantee (Exhibit 45, p. 27).

147. GAVIGAN thought that the telephone conversations with WEBER and the'

draft letters prepared for his signature were an attempt by BEco to have'

the MNG say that they could guarantee a certain number of personnel in a
certain time. GAVIGAN stated that what he told WEBER was similar to'

what-he had said to PODOLAK; there are too many factors involved, the
MNG can not make a guarantee (Exhibit.45, pp.-19 and 20).

.148. GAVIGAN said that when the MNG was training and getting ready for the
actual drill, WEBER asked him that, when the training is conducted, is
it possible that you can have ten people or twenty people (Exhibit 45, i

~
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-149.--;GAVIGAN acknowledged that the draft letter does not make' reference.to .

;j,

training _. GAVIGAN said:that when'he discussed response time-with WEBER, ;

-it was MVIGAN's opinion that the discussions'were for training purposes '

-(Exhibit 45,;p.L19)'.y

150. GAVIGAN said that what WEBER was trying to ask him was it practical to -)
'

havS ten people on sight at the WRC. .GAVIGAN advised that be'it-y
training or an actual event, there can be no differentiation because 'the
drill is conducted as though it were an actual event;(Exhibit 45,

-

~ ' p. 20). .

151. GAVIGAN stated that he discussed the letter and later. advised-WEBrR that
the MG could not do what'was stated because there were too,many factors !

involved (Exhibit 45, p. 21).
''

,!
)

152. GAVIGAN stated that-the MNG~ attorney, MURRAY, reviewed the undated draft j

: letter and that GAVIGAN~ discussed it with WAGNER. GAVIGAN said that_ 1
WAGNER felt that the MNG should not enter into the agreement because the Jj

MG was still looking at unit deployment and keeping the-unit as an 1
jentity'(Exhibit 45, p. 19). <

..

- !153. MURRAY stated that he could not specifically recall if he saw the
.

jundated draft letter. However, he did recall the issue of- providing MNG
personnel to do radiological monitoring and decontamination:(Exhibit 51,. ;

p._6).

154. MURRAY advised that, if he had seen the draft letter, he thought that }
his only concern would have been the time requirements ~ that, within one 1
hour, the MG would have to provide ten people (Exhibit 51, p. 7). 1

155. MURRAY did not recall that he recommended that GAVIGAN not commit the 4

,

MNG to a specific response time. MURRAY said that,Lhad he been shown 1

the draft lette'r with the time frames, he would have told GAVIGAN that- ;

he could sign the. letter if they could meet the time frames. If GAVIGAN j

could not meet the time frames, then do not sign'it. . MURRAY reiterated ,

that he did not remember making that recommendation,'but that would have 1

been what he would have' recommended to GAVIGAN (Exhibit 51, p. 7).- !
,

156. In a memorandum dated March 6, 1991, to RODHAM from LOVERING, LOVERING !
stated that he had met-with DAVIS and MARK 0VICH that. afternoon with !

HAUSNER and FRATTO also participating in the meeting (Exhibit 52, p.~2). :*

,

157. In the memorandum, LOVERING advised that DAVIS had requested MCDA :

assistance in demonstrating to federal regulators that certain !
'

objectives had been met; such as mobilization' times for the MNG j

(Exhibit 52, p. 2). j
~

158. DAVIS advised that BECo was interested in a signed document that wou1d
satisfy the task force of the MNG's commitment (Exhibit 44, p. 31). ]

|
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159. ' DAVIS said that he and VARLEY visited MEMA headquarters in~Framingham in-~

|early February 1991, primarily for DAVIS to see the facility. -While. ..

there, he and VARLEY met with LOVERING and members of his staff..
LOVERING was asked specifically if he had been able'to obtain-a signed
agreement from the MG (Exhibit 44, p. 31).

160. DAVIS advised that LOVERING showed them a draft 1etter-which would,

commit the' MNG to a response time. DAVIS and VARLEY felt the11etter - 1& '

would satisfy.the task force. LOVERING was ' asked if the MG would sign
the letter and he advised they would sign it. DAVIS said'that LOVERING.
then called GAVIGAN (Exhibit 44, p. 32). /

161. DAVIS said fros'what he heard of LOVERING's' conversation.with GAVIGAN,.
it was clear that GAVIGAN said there was no' problem with the letter,
send it over and he would. sign it (Exhibit 44, p. 32). . ,

162. DAVIS recalled LOVERING reading the commitment' portion of the draft- 1
letter to GAVIGAN. DAVIS said that the general tone of the'1stter was i

,

that the MNG would commit to being'able to cover the WRC.needs during ''
~

the initial stages of a general emergency (Exhibit 44, pp. 33 and 34).

163. However, DAVIS did not recall the portion of the'1etter that LOVERING.
read to GAVIGAN containing specific numbers of personnel and time )

periods (Exhibit 44, p. 34).' 1

164. DAVIS said that he'and VARLEY-left the meeting with LOVERING feeling--

very comfortable that the issue of. the response time documentation had ' a
been resolved (Exhibit 44, p. 32).

.
g

165. DAVIS advised that when he signed the February 21,1991,' letter that j

transmitted the February 15,1991, ' office memorandum, he did not 3

question VARLEY about the specific numbers that were contained'in the- 11
'

analysis (Exhibit 44, p. 38)..

166. DAVIS advised that-he did not question the specific numbers in the
office memorandum because those numbers seemed quite reasonable to him
because of the size of the MNG (Exhibit 44, p. 39).

167. DAVIS said that he was very confident that the MNG could and would do |
what had been outlined by the state for.them.to do (Exhibit 44, p. 40). .]

'

168. DAVIS advised that BECo was attempting to satisfy the task force by j
providing them with a signed agreement- from the MNG that essentially
committed in writing what they had promised to do verbally (Exhibit 44,
pp. 40-42).

169. DAVIS did not know if the task force requested'a written confirmation, .

but advised that it was BECo's policy to given written confirmation for I

any type of agreement that was part of the emergency plan (Exhibit 44, i

p. 40).

170. DAVIS advised that up to the time of the February 21, 1991', BEco letter,
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_ 8Eco did'not. recognize'any. foot dragging or. vacillation:on the:part of'
...

a

.
.

. the MG (Exhibit 44, p. 41). - - a

I T' -171,._ In' response to' NRC task force questions [ February 25,1991) on the BECo .i
'

'

. February 15,' 1991, analysis, VARLEY advised that the response time .

information was from'BEco discussions with GAVIGAN and that they " tend"'
.

,

.to' be corroborated by discussions that he had with LOVERING (Exhibit 16, -i'*
'''

pp. 24;and 25).
~ !. 172. VARLEY told the task force that BEco always had. assurance from the'MCDA- '

thattheythoughttheuseoftho'MNGwasthebestway(togo (Exhibit.6,
p. 6).

.

173. In testimony to.the NRC task force on February 25,L1991,!VARLEYfadvisedI
'

that BEco had several discussions with the MG. VARLEY said that-
GAVIGAN believed'that his mobilization times were sufficient to support'. -

~

the response and GAVIGAN believed-that they.were significantly different- 1
'

from the MG average for other types of ' events (Exhibit 6, pp.10 and '
15)..

174. VARLEY further advised that he ". . . would suspect and hope . . . "that' .-

the MG response- times for critical positions'are ". . . in the nature - ;

.

;of one or two hours . . ." (Exhibit 6, p.:12).

175. VARLEY also stated to the task force that possibly part of the confusion
on the response time was because the MNG has what he would ters a.- . ,

generic quote for their response. time. VARLEY thought that-because the- !

state had singled them out as a resource for radiological purposes,:that. !
.

"perhaps" the response time is different from the MNG. mobilization time :
for a hurricane or a. snow storm (Exhibit 6,.pp.'14 and 15). ;

q
176, In a letter dated February 20,-1991,'to WAGNER from LOVERING'(under the

signature of FORBES), LOVERING stated MCDA's understanding of.how the. _ ,

MNG would staff the WRC; The letter stated that it was MCDA's:
.

'

assumption that staffing would begin-in the first hour. following initial-
notification and increase over the following three.to seven hours when '

full staffing would'be realized. ~ LOVERING felt comfortable
incorporating this assumption, as a " planning basis"- for MNG's response
to a site specific event at the PNPS. LOVERING requested WAGNER's

'

concurrence on the " planning basis" (Exhibit 53, pp. I and 2). .

177. LOVERING stated that the letter was an attempt to have the MNG make a ,

commitment that would put the response issue to rest, based on the fact
that he knew as a professional that the MNG could get to the WRC and do

'their job (Exhibit 54, pp. 66 and 67).
,

,

178. LOVERING advised that based on his experience with the MNG, they did-not
want to provide a lead pipe guarantee for response time. ~The letter was,

an attempt to make the commitment easy for the MNG based on MCDA's past -

experience with them (Exhibit 54, p. 67).

179. LOVERING stated that he honestly believed that the MNG could perform the
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mission. atithe WRC foit two ' reasons: i '(1) they? are trained ' a' nd ' . .

<j
,

r -
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J .. , ,-

*
.(2)Lbecause it would take approximately-threeL hours before the:first - . .;m

L~ ; evacuees began.to' arrive at the WRC.(Exhibit 54, pp. 58 and 59).-,- a

180. LOVERING said thattsomeone:is always going to provide a set of: _ _. R

circumstances that wouldTsake a " contention" not as easy to commit.to on
1paper (Exhibit 54,;p. 69).a

181. LOVERING-stated that'it.was MCDA's responsibility to produce j*

operationally implementable emergency plans around , power plants .jz
-

(Exhibit 54, p. 17).
' '

>

FORBES stated that he signed the February 20, 1991, letter (Exhibit'53); |
!

- 182.
Lin LOVERING's absence. He' believed that LOVERING had prepared the
letter (Exhibit 32, p. 1).- .

3_,,

183. FORBES was not familiar with the entire contents of the letter.
However, FORBES did agree that MEMA's understanding of the MNG policy ;

for response time was four to six hours best case and'eight to' twelve '

.

'. hours worst case for an emergency. FORBES did not know whe r the l

response times came from. FORBES said that MEMA experience w th the MNG- j
has demonstrated that the MNG'usually respond to an emergency:in'a !

shorter period of time (Exhibit 32, pp. 1 and 2). !
>

184.. WAGNER acknowledged that he did not. concur |on the letter because the MNG d
had~ some problems with the one hour response time. WAGNER said :that,; j

depending upon.the situation, it would take the MG more than'one hour
. '

~!to respond (Exhibit'55, p. 7).

185. - LOVERING recalled a telephone conversation that he had with MURPHY. . |
They discussed the fact that the first MNG personnel would arrive at the i
WRC in four hours. LOVERING told MURPHY that his experience with the '

.MNG was that they were the first personnel to arrive at the EOC .j
(Exhibit 54, p. 81). j

186. MURPHY recalled a t lephone conversation that he had with LOVERING in' '|
aid February 1991. LOVERING had' heard that the MG would not respond in-
the time frame that he was familiar with.to the.WRC (Exhibit 31, p. 13).

'

!

187. MURPHY said that LOVERING was used to a' quick MNG response to the .

Framingham EOC, because the MNG has a' major logistical-. headquarters in -

Natick. The MNG used Natick personnel at the Framingham.E0C until'the |
regular MNG operators could arrive. MURPHY-said~that a quick response
would not be the case at the WRC, because there were no full time MNG-
personnel assigned there. Because of the uniqueness of the operation,
there were no full-time MNG personnel that' worked in decontamination.
(Exhibit'31, pp. 13 and 15).'

188. MURPHY-stated that he and WAGNER discussed the one hour response time to
the WRC as' indicated'in LOVERING's February'20, 1991, letter. MURPHY
said that WAGNER wanted to be sure that the MNG would not make a.
commitment that they could not fulfill (Exhibit 31, p.19)..
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1189., tin'auletter dated February 26, 1991,4to LOVERING from WAGNER, WAGNER'w' requested a' meeting to discuss theiroleLof|the MG at.the WRC-
'

'

' .-

. (Exhibit ~56,p.1).-
.

_

190.l A draft -letter dated March 18, 1991,- to PODOLAK from GAVIGAN, disclosed.
' ~

~

J that' WAGNER met with State Civil Defense officials on~ March 18, 1991.
" The-letter disclosed that during that meeting; WAGNER had made it very;
" clear _that MNG were not first responders for emergencies.mThe letter-

further disclosed that' the MG would not: confirm exact numbers of.

personnel' or' arrival times (Exhibit 57, ~pp; :1. and 2).(-

191. .GAVIGAN recalled a~ meeting that' L0VERING and two other MEMA individuals'
had with WAGNER, after GAVIGAN had' declined to-sign the draft 11etter.-

- LOVERING talked-with WAGNER to determine if an agreement could be made'-
ontheresponsetime.oftheMNGtotheWRC(Exhibit'30,p.$7)~.

192. GAVIGAN-said that LOVERING would have liked to have had the MNG' response
time in place for the NRC (Exhibit 30, p. 28).

193. GAVIGAN thought that LOVERING.was almost looking for guarantees. WAGNER-
told LOVERING that the MG would deploy as units, not deploy as .. ..

personnel in various stages. GAVIGAN said that LOVERING responded that,

L he understood, but he wanted to see if it was possible (Exhibit'30,
p. 28).

.

'

194. GAVIGAN said that he thought that LOVERING was trying to sell-WAGNER on-
~

the concept of the WRC. GAVIGAN said that-LOVERING thought that the MNG.
would be on call 24 hours a day. WAGNER; emphasized to LOVERING that the
MNG are not first responders (Exhibit 55, p. 15).:

~

195. WAGNER said he thought that LOVERING knew that- the MG were not first
responders and that he was tryingLto convince GAVIGAN and WAGNER to do:n
and say otherwise.. WAGNER said he thoa* that LOVERING was trying to.
resolve a problem (Exhibit 55, p.16).

'

196. WAGNER advised that LOVERING thought-the MNG could respond faster than
WAGNER was willing'to guarantee, based on previous' experience.with the-
MNG (Exhibit 55, pp. 19 and 20).

197. FRATTO attended a meeting at the MNG headquarters between March 7, 1991, ,

and April 7, 1991. Present at the meeting were WAGNER,'GAVIGAN,
LOVERING, and HAUSNER. The purpose of the meeting was-to discuss the

,

MNG response time to the WRC (Exhibit 33, p. 3).

198. FRATTO said that the position of LOVERING and the MCDA was that'the MNG
had responded to other emergencies within one hour and LOVERING would
expect that- the MNG could do the same for the WRC (Exhibit 33, p. 3).

199. FRATTO stated that WAGNER and GAVIGAN basically explained that they had
to stick with the national policy and said the MNG are citizen soldiers
and normally deploy in four to eight hours (Exl.ibit 33, p. 3).

,
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200. -In a memorandum dated March 20.1991, to R00 HAM, . fros' LOVERING, HAUSNER,'- 5

+

:i'and FRATT0, regarding:a March 19,11991, meeting with WAGNER'and, staff, .

LOVERING indicated that WAGNER would -send a written response on the' . . 1

National' Guard commitment to the WRC for monitoring and decontamination 1 q

of evacuees and the time involved for actua1' response during an. i
_

' ' incident / accident at Pilgrim (Exhibit 58,-p. 1).

201. In'the memorandum, LOVERING stated that WAGNER instructed his staff t'o'-

' ' * prepare a written report on the meeting and that MCDA should wait.foru
4 WAGNER's written response before proceeding further.;because'MCDA may. j

not have as uuch of a problem as perceived by BECo (Exhibit 58,. p.1).
'

. .

202. In a' letter dated March 7, 1991, to_GAVIGAN, P000LAK requested that
GAVIGAN confirm the estimates of the' arrival times for the MNG personed 1
who would report to the WRC-in the event-of an accident at PNPS- i

'

(Exhibit 59, p.;1). ,

-

203. ' P000LAK ady' sed that because of conflicting-information on the arrival |
.

time of the MNG to the WRC when the task force prepared its findings, he ja
prepared a. letter to GAVIGAN to request in writing the response time of- 1

the MNG to the WRC (Exhibit 12, p.-2). ]
204. P000LAK said that he-did not send his letter immediate1, because he had- q

i received a copy of the February 20, 1991-(Exhibit 53), letter sent from
LOVERING to WAGNER. In that letter, it~ appeared to P000LAK that it was J

?MCDA's understanding that the MNG could respond faster and that MCDA was.
trying.to resolve the issue (Exhibit 12, p. 2). -

205. P000LAK said that he sent his-letter to GAVIGAN when no response was . ,

received from WAGNER and the response' time issue was still-up in the air. ;

(Exhibit 12, p.;2). ;

206. GAVIGAN said that he discussed with WEBER and MEMA-the'factLthat during 'j
-

an emergency situation many factors impact on units:and individuals 1
I-(Exhibit 45, p. 15).

207. .GAVIGAN stated that MEMA knew that. the MNG could _ not predict or
guarantee the number of personnel that would be available by a certain
time. GAVIGAN believes that he also discussed that with WE8ER when the
draft letter that was being. prepared for his signature (Exhibit 45,
p. 17).

'
'

208. In a letter dated March 18, 1991, to P000LAK, GAVIGAN responded to
P000LAK's March 7, 1991, letter. In the:1etter, GAVIGAN~ advised that
during an emergency situation, many factors impact on units'and
individuals. Due to those situations,: the MNG 'can not predict or --

guarantee the number of personnel that will be available'by a certain
time-(Exhibit 7, p. 1).

209. GAVIGAN advised that MEMA certainly knew that (Exhibit 45, p. 17). 1
~

210. In the letter GAVIGAN also advised that personnel may be ready to deploy
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in the first' hour,-but.those personnellmay not be trained for the-
; mission. The MNG are citizen soldiers and MG. units normallyLdeploy in _.

e' ifour,to eight hours-(Exhibit 7, p.-1)..

e< J 211'. In a letter to GABALD0N dated November 6,1990, GAVIGAN requested that' -
GABALD0NLstress to others involved with the National Guard,' that the .MNG

|1 g are citizen soldiers; they have full' time jobs in the community
,

-(Exhibit 60, p. 1).
-

:212. In a letter dated April 7, 1991, to RODHAM, GAVIGAN as) vised that the M Gb
'

are not first responders. GAVIGAN advised that the nature of the MG s
being citizen soldiers makes it impossible to arrive'in a short period. H

of ties (Exhibit:8, p. 1).-

.
- .- . --

213. In the letter GAVIGAN also advised that MG response time is determined:
by many factors, such as, unit availability, the need for specialized ;
equipment,.the. availability of trained personnel,'the time of day and
the day of the week, weather conditions, and the notification process-

p (Exhibit 8, p. 1).

214. ERICKSON stated that he could see that MCDA had an honest belief, as .
documented in their letter to the MNG [ February 1991), that the MNG had i

the capability to respond to the WRC in_a shorter period of time than-
i indicated in the letter from GAVIGAN (Exhibit 14, p. 2).

L

215. A memorandum dated April 10, 1991, to RODHAM, from LOVERING'and FRATTO,
'

concerned the utilization'of the~ National Guard for RERP. The letter
disclosed that "this activity" is a significant part of our overall
attempt to ensure that PNPS is not subjected to a license withdrawal'for
offsite response planning concerns that ". . . quickly can-be corrected q
if everyone cooperates . . ." (Exhibit 61, p.-1). !

216. In a letter dated May 13, 1991, to RODHAM, from VARLEY, VARLEY'-
referenced previous discussions about the " considerable confusion"-
regarding the ability of the MNG to provide trained personnel to the WRC
in a timely manner. The' letter continued that, to assure adequate

1staffing, MCDA had prepared to recruit and train additional emergency
workers to prepare and operate monitoring and' decontamination activities-
until sufficient numbers of MNG personnel arrived (Exhibit 9, ?p. 1).

'

217. In the letter, VARLEY stated that it was his understanding that
sufficient numbers of volunteers have been identified from the MDPW and
MCDA to staff the initial response organization, and that BEco has
agreed to provide volunteers from its local offices (Exhibit 9, p.1).

'

218. In a letter dated October 23, 1991, from GAVIGAN to Dale JENKINS, _'

Assistant Secretary, Executive Office of Public Safety, GAVIGAN advised
that based on guidance received form WAGNER, MNG personnel could start

ito arrive at the WRC within the first hour after the declaration of an,

emergency (Exhibit 62, p. 1).

219. . WAGNER stated that if the emergency was during the day, the MNG could
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get' full-time' employees from MNG facilities in Wellesley or Natick to go-'
>

:to the WRC. WAGNER said he thought that was-where GAVIGAN came up with' .;

the idea of getting~ people to the WRC within the first hour-(Exhibit:55,: >

.p.17).:
' ' ~

]
220. . WAGNER said, however,: that if the" emergency happened at night .they'could' |'

J ,

'not get people to the WRC within:the first hour.(Exhibit 55, p. 17). ;
t

221. WAGNER acknowledged that the October 23, 1991, letter does not say.that- |'

i
.

there is a'different response time for when the emergency was declared
(day vs., night) (Exhibit 55, p. 17)

.222. GAVIGAN stated that the general [ WAGNER: was requested by the state ~
;[MCDA] to reconsider'the response time <ssue. Based on guidance,1

GAVIGAN received from WAGNER,' he informed:R00 HAM that' that first unit' :i'
'

would start to arrive in the first hour after declaration of an ..

1emergency. GAVIGAN. stated that to put this in~ perspective, whether the
inumber will be 10 people or 100 people, depends on a number of factors.

,

'.:

The conclusion of the MNG was that the MNG as citizen soldiers can get .i

1'there (WRC) as quickly as anyone, unless the ' people 1are on site :

(Exhibit 30, p. 40).
.. J-

223. GAVIGAN stated that'because of.the long planning process for the WRC,
the MNG has reviewed the procedures that they use to notify personnel. 1

The MNG has been able to increase the response time.to make theLMNG more 4

responsive to the public (Exhibit 30, p.!!3).. ,

y

224. VARLEY said that the October 23, 1991, letter ~(Exhibit 762) from GAVIGAN :

to JENKINS ultimately brings the' issue full circle because GAVIGAN~ said i

in that letter that he could have people at the WRC in an-hour'(Exhibit- :

45, p. 91). ;

225. NUREG-0654 states that personne1'and monitoring equipmentLavailable d
should be capable of monitoring within;about a 12 hour period all- !
residents and transients in the plume exposure EPZ arriving at' ,

relocation centers iExhibit 26, p. 4). ,

t

226. WEBER stated he was not.sure if he discussed with GAVIGAN what within a-
12 hour period meant. ' WEBER said that more than likely'it would have ,

been a topic of conversation. WEBER ~ stated that GAVIGAN would'have been .:
asked about the availability of the MNG. WEBER'was sure that:at some i

point GAVIGAN would have been told that-the whole idea"was to get people- ,

in and out by twelve hours. .However, WEBER was not sure if GAVIGAN was -

'actually told so in those words (Exhibit-38, pp. 40 and 41).

227. WEBER stated that the. plans or procedures for'each entity,'like j
Wellesley, must follow NUREG-0654. The plan'is written in accordance 1

with those requirements. WEBER said that a BEco representative and a~
'

commonwealth representative probably wrote the implementing procedure :

and then provided it to the National Guard for comment (Exhibit 38,
pp. 23 and 33).

L
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' conclusion No. 18:g
''

Based on the evidence, 0I concludes that.BEco: failed to provide complete. q
4

' information to the NRC in a letter dated February 21,1991. - Specifically, :a
BEco planner intentionally omitted qualifying factors that could affect the-
response time of the MG to the WRC. However, insufficient evidence was
developed to conclude that BEco management was. aware of, and/or condoned the '-

omission of the qualifying factors.,"
,

t

'A11ecation No. 2: Contrary to1information provided by BEco, .the Massachusetts .
Department of Public Works (WPW) staff w6uld not assist' the-

'

MG in monitoring and decontamination activities at the WRC..
:

Summary
2

-The following individuals were interviewed by 01:RI on the dates indicated
regarding Allegation No. 2. .The pertinent testimony provided by these
interviewees is documented in the third of.four " Evidence" sections that.
appear in-this report.

Haag Position Date of Interviquill
.

Julia C. GABALDON Community Representative, . August 18,' 1992
BEco' .

Frederick W. IARROBINO ' Director of Equipment and . March 19, 1992 . ,

Material Resources, WPW

Margaret E. LAWLESS Senior Policy Advisor to the February 24, 1992 !
''

Radiological. Preparedness
Division, FEMA '

Edward A. P000LAK, Jr. Special Assistant to the February 5, 1992
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Health, DOE o

' Albert (NMN) SAMAN0 III President and Emergency August 17, 1992
.

'

Preparedness Manger.
SAMANCO, Inc., and Former
Consultant, BEco

Ray E. WEBER Contract Emergency Planner, August 18, 1992
.

BECo

Evidence
'

l. In a letter to the NRC, dated October 4,~1990, under the signature of
BIRD .BECO stated that ". . . the Wellesley reception center would be
activated and prepared to receive evacuees by Department of Public Works .

employees stationed at that facility before the National Guard' ,

arrives . . ." (Exhibit 4, p. 18 and 19).
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1~~ 2. .SAMANO advised'that he-authored that statement based upon information a

? that he had received from:PATTERSON (Exhibit'17; p. 4). .;;.

J
Y 3i SAMAN0 stated that it was his understanding that~ M PW management would

.not require _the rank and file members to set up the WRC. :That was.to be
*

'

,

~done by the MPW management staff (Exhibit 17, p~ 4).- _

:|' .

4.- In the October 4, ~1990, letter to the NRC, BECo stated that:the MCDA was .

1
meeting with DPW personnel and the NNG, the individuals who would staff -m. the reception center in the event of an. emergency at Pilgrim 1(Exhibit.4~,

.

,

i
~

' '!
p. 23).-'

..

5. On' November 7, 1990, during a task force Interview with GAVIGAN, !

IARR0BINO,Lwho was also present, said that the EPW staff was not ' . 1
' '

trained to perfom monitoring and decontamination and, further, would ~
not perfom those duties (Exhibit 2, p. 9).. j

6. LAWLESS sta;ed that she.and her team members-from the-task force' met'

with IARROBINO and discussed the MDPW staff assisting the MNG in . 'I
monitoring and decontamination activities. -IARROBINO clearly indicated ~ ;

!at that time that the MDPW staff would not assist the MNG (Exhibit 39,-
* p. 3). *

!'

7. 'IARR0BINO said that he told the task force that he could not provide
them with any people from the labor force (Exhibit 63,jp. 15).-'

3
i-

:.

L '8. In response to questions.from 01, IARROBIN0' acknowledged that when' i

discussing the E PW staff, there is a difference between what are called i

workers,.which are the non management staff, and the supervisors and- 1
management-staff (Exhibit 63, p. 11). ;

.

9. IARR0BINO stated that the labor force at Wellesley would not be. involved ;

in monitoring people because the union did not want them involved in a

monitoring people that were contaminated.- IARROBINO said that he got_-
supervisors and' managers, some from Wellesley and some from Arlington,
and they were trained on how to. check for contamination'of. cars and
people (Exhibit 63, p. 9).

10. IARROBINO stated that the non-managerial staff woul'd set up|the . _.
reception center, make sure that ' supplies were-in place and assist ,

evacuees in completing forms. IARROBINO said that they would have no
involvement in monitoring and decontamination activities (Exhibit 63,.

pp. 11 and 12).

11. IARROBINO stated that during his interview with the. task force, when he
.

stated that the MDPW staff would not perform monitoring and j'

decontamination activities, he was referring to the.non-managerial staff-
covered by the union. IARROBINO thought that the task forco people knew
what he was talking about'because'the union had a big role in the
reception center. Specifically, if the union had not agreed, then
Wellesley would not have been a reception center (Exhibit 63, p. 16).

..
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12.- IARR0BINO stated.'that~if any evacuees arrived at the WRC prior to the
(arrival'of. the National Guard, the DPW supervisors from Wellesley and; 1.

Arlington would do the monitoring...but when the National Guard arrived,'

, they would step out-(Exhibit 63, pp.;18 and 19).

. .13. At the February 25, 1991,_NRC Task Force Public Meeting with'BECo, WEBER-

: testified that BEco had talked with the head of the EV at the WRC~--

facility and asked:for their " folks" to go through' training on- basic
monitoring in the event that they might have to assist the National

.

y
- Guard in the' initial' stages of the monitoring. ? WEBER.said they-[ m PW)
basically agreed and had received basic training on the portal monitors-
-(Exhibit 6, p. 21).

14. . WEBER also told the task force that the MDPW. staff would be used if the-
MG requested assistance from.them (Exhibit 6, p. 22). .

,.

15. On February 25, 1991, at the Task Force Public Meeting, VARLEY stated ,

that if the first.two MNG individuals arrived and needed a third or.a - :
Ifourth to help them,- the people at the MDPW had enough basic training to

L step in and supplant-some of the MNG staff until the remainder arrived-
to relieve them. VARLEY said that'they could-support and work under the
direction of the MNG as an additional capability (Exhibit 6, p. 24).-

16.- P000LAK believed that BEco's claim that the MPW staff would or could
assist in monitoring, at the February 25, 1991, task force meeting, was
erroneous..(Exhibit 12, p. 12).

'

17. I P000LAK followed up on the BEco information with IARROBINO,.who seemed -
genuinely surprised when P000LAK asked him if it were true." IARROBINO-
told P000LAK that under the present agreement with the union the MDPW

'

staff would not assist in monitoring or decontamination (Exhibit 12,.- ,

pp. 3, 11,:and 12). j

l
18. P000LAK stated that, according to GABALDON,'BECo knew that the MDPW

staff would not'do monitoring (Exhibit 12, pp. 3, 11,-and 12).

19. P000LAK stated that, according'to GABALDON, this was a major issue in
getting the MDPW to agree to let'the MCDA use Wellesley as a facility
(Exhibit ~12, p. 13).

20. GABALDON said that the union had stated that there was no way that their '

~

people were going to get involved in monitoring and decontamination
(Exhibit 22, p. 20).

21. GABALDON said that MDPW union people never agreed to do any monitoring-
and decontamination of evacuees. Furthermore, it was understood from'

the very beginning that they would have nothing to'do with it
(Exhibit 22, pp. 20 and 109).

22. WEBER testified that in no way did BECo ask the MDPW to replace the MNG
or take over for BEco. WEBER stated that the MDPW would be used if the'

MNG requested assistance from them [MDPW) (Exhibit 6, p. 23 and
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Exhibit:38,pirll3).,"'

.. ,

, . 25. WEBER' stated that IARR081NO was told.that if: evacuees ' arrived before the
.

;telG was, fully prepared, the MNG could request MDPW to run a portal
monitor.or help with the decontamination (Exhibit 38, p.: 113). -"

'

- 26'- WEBER testified that.the rank'and file members of.the union had'al'way's.'
*

.

said that they would not do. monitoring or decontamination.
Consequently, the union's rank and fi e members were not expected to'do il

' monitoring or decontamination and that was-the.agrepsent..(Exhibit 38, d
n.*

p.112). ! |
.1

27. WEBER stated that he had read the statements that he'made during his - !

testimony to the task force and said "... . boy, I could have.done that |
better . . ." WEBER acknowledged that the term staff had,not-been D
defined to differentiate between union staff and the 1

managers / supervisors of the MDPW. He said BEco meant one. thing and that 1c
- - P000LAK was talking about something else (Exhibit 38, p. 114). j

Conclusion No. 2:
,

,

;Based on the investigation, there is insufficient. evidence to conclude that
,

BECo provided incomplete and/or inaccurate information concerning the MDPW
staff assisting the MNG in monitoring and decontamination activities at WRC. .

Alleaation No. 3: Contrary to information provided by BEco, the Massachusetts-

Department of Public Works staff had not received hands on
training on how to perform monitoring or decontamination- |

,

"

activities ;

Summary

The following individuals were interviewed by 01:RI.on the dates indicated i
regarding Allegation No. 3. The pertinent testimony provided by these-
interviewees is documented in'the fourth of four " Evidence" sections which
appear in this report.

.
.

Ramg Position Date of Interview (s)

Edward S. FRATTO Assistant Director, Nuclear . July 30,1992
,

Safety Program, MEMA
~

Julia C. GABALDON Community Representative, August 18, 1992~

BEco

Frederick W. IARROBINO Director of Material March 19, 1992~ :;*

. Resources MDPW

Edward E. PODOLAK Special Assistant to the February 5, 1992'
Deputy Secretary for ,

Health, DOE -

.

i
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-Ray E.1 WEBER' Cont.ract Emergency August ~ 18', 1992: '

Planner, . BEco .: .

Evidence !"

,

21. in a letter dated.0ctober.4,21990,' to the' NRC, BEco stated thatL WRC MDPW..'
L

,

- personnel had received RERP training prior to the.0ctober 1989 exercise-
(Exhibit 4, p. 23).. !!

2. BEco also stated.in that letter that the MCDA was meeting with DPW . j
~

17
personnel and the NNG to schedule retraining for 1990f which would be.
conducted pursuant to the state's comprehensive training program ;

f (Exhibit 4,: p.'23).

3. On November 7, 1990, during a task force interview of GAV MAN,
IARROBINO, who was also present, stated that the MPW st6ff was.not. ,

ttrained to perfom monitoring and decontamination (Exhibit'2, p. 9).-
i4. In a letter to the NRC dat'ed February 21, 1991, BEco stated that the.

E PW staff had received training in the set-up of.the facility, ;

registration of evacuees, and in. basic monitoring (Exhibit 5, pp.~4 and'
=

5). ,

5. PODOLAK stated that GABALDON had told him that she was present at the :

training. She said that BEco had handed out copies of a procedure, but i

it should not have been considered training, because there were rio--
instruments at the training (Exhibit 12, pp. 3 and 12).-

6. P000LAK said that, according to GABALD0N, "they had made it up" ,

concerning BEco's' response'in the. February 21, 1991, letter'(Exhibit 12, l

p..13).

7. GABALDON said that hericomment'to P000LAK concerned the reference in the.
BECo letter to training and basic monitoring-operations. She was
concerned that the BEco statement was so general that it could mean
anything. Specifically, she was not sure if the MDPW supervisors and.
managers understood that they would be monitoring people, possibly.
beyond shuttling them through the portal monitor once it was set up !

(Exhibit 22, pp. 107 and 108). |
1

8. GABALDON stated that she attended the BECo training. She said that BEco H
had trained approximately 14 MDPW supervisors and managers at Wellesley,
and that the training was for setting up the facility in case of an ,

'

immediate emergency (Exhibit 22, p. 107).

9. GABALDON said that the worse case scenario was that the MDPW managers'

and supervisors had to go to Wellesley and get everything ready so that
the MNG could arrive and do.the monitoring (Exhibit 22, p.~108).

10. GABALDON said that the MDPW managers and supervisors had been trained by-
BECo in survey meter operation, but she did not feel that the training 3

provided to them was adequate. GABALDON stated that she did not feel ;
,
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that the people wholook the; training knew exactly what they were being. -

~

.

-trained:todo;(Exhibit 22,p.1108).' t.. ;'

- ,

11. ;In'a' memorandum datsd January 7, 1991,'to FRATTO.and Diane BROWN- ]~

-COUTURE, GABALDON advised that'she has-only observed two classes,"which :e -

'she believed fairly represented the instructional ability of WEBER.- !
.

GABALD0N advised that there was'very:little} time for. questions;and ?.

,

%
Lanswers.. GABALDON perceived thisias a lack of proper planning on the ~ .j

''

|part:of the organizer,: WEBER (Exhibit 64,-pp.'I and 3).f
_

a
~ y . ..

n.

In the memorandum,. GABALDON' stated thatLin instruct;or. evaluations, WEBER ' .;
* '

,

12.
was perceived .as someone lacking knowledge .(Exhibit; 64Lp. -3). . ;;

*

13. A handwritten comment to GABALDON on the' memorandum, bearing the j~ ~
,

initials of E.S.F., disclosed that Dick FINN, BECo,: was advised that"
UMCDA was not pleased with WEBER's training and did not waht him to

instruct at. future. sessions.(Exhibit 64, p.:3). |

14. .In a December 8, 1991, letter captioned draft,'from FRATTO to VARLEY,
VARLEY was-advised that the evaluations received from course attendees a'

were not favorable reviews of WEBER's presentation. 'VARLEY wasi i.

requested that until FRATTO received assurances-that WEBER's. performance:
as an. instructor was satisfactory, WEBER was'not permitted to teach anyl
more courses-(Exhibit 64, p. 4).

'

.

15. GA8ALD0N stated that she later found out why' WEBER's training hadinotL _ l

been organized. GABALDON~said that WEBER had lost ~a contact lens and het i
'

could not see.. GABALDON said.that the memorandum was written..because we o

[MEMA] evaluated- the trainers 'as part of: the state' training program.: 1

GABALD0N' stated that she observed later training sessions that WEBERS
conducted and he was better prepared.(Exhibit 22, pp.L110 and 111).

16. In response to-an 01 question,' GABALDON opined that BEco's~ statementlins
their February 21,'1991, letter concerning the training of the MDPW l
staff.in basic monitorino, was inaccurate because it'was.so' genera 11 g

'

(Exhibit 22, p. 108).
~

17. -GABALDON did not know what BEco meant by basic monitoring. operations,_as:
it could mean1anything. GABALDON: stated that if~theLstatement' meant
setting up the portal monitor, plugging it-in, and having people stand- .i
at it and go through it, then the MDPW managers and supervisors knew how 1

'

to do that (Exhibit 22, p. 108).
;

18, GABALD0N opined that'she felt that the BEco statement concerning'
training in' monitoring implied that the MDPW managers and supervisors .,

"had more training and more of an understanding'of what they.were-
supposed to do than they_actually did (Exhibit 22,:p. 109).. ;

!. 19. ' GABALDON acknowledged that the information in BEco's. February 21, 1991,
letter to the NRC overstated the training that BEco had provided.to the
MDPW (Exhibit 22, p. 112).

,
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20.. GABALDON agreed that the MPW union staff were not trained'in the set up.

'

of-the facility, because they had never agreed to do.so.(Exhibit 22,. ;
.

'. ,

p. 112).<

.
'

21, 1991,eletter-21. . WEBER acknowledged that the MPW' staff in the February'

;

meant the non-union staff (Exhibit'38, p.1112).
., ,

7
' testimony.to the task force,22.; WEBER' stated'during his February 25,.1991,

that BEco had talked with the head of the DPW and had asked-that:their?,

" folks" go through training. -WEBER said they basically. agreed and.were- '

- trained on porta monitors. WEBER stated that the training was the' ',

first weekend in January (Exhibit 6, p.: 21).

|23. ~ WEBER stated the use of portal monit' ors was explained and the attendees' -

used the monitors-(Exhibit 38, p.'lll). >,

,

24. . WEBER stated that later in February 1991, the whole MDPW staff was
,

trained. WEBER stated that the term staff was confusing since it.was
used for both [ management and union labor staff] (Exhibit 38 .p. 112)..

25. WEBER stated that those individuals were told that they were not -
expected to do monitoring and decontamination; however, BEco thought it.
would be good for them to know what the instruments were'(Exhibit 38,-

p. 112).

26. WEBER stated that'the MPW managers and supervisors essentially-had the i

same training as the MNG did that day-[ January 1991](Exhibit'38,
p. 111).

'

i
e

27. IARR0BINO said that both supervisors and the labor staff went through l
BEco training and.that "everybody" went through the whole thing. _
IARROBINO advised that the purpose-was to make them familiar with the- +

function'of the WRC. .IARROBINO stated that the labor force (union
workers) knew that they would not be involved in monitoring' and-

-

decontamination at the time that they had the training as did BEco
(Exhibit 63, pp. 12, 13, 35, and 36).

28. IARROBINO acknowledged that he had a conversation with WEBER, where he
(IARROBIN0) agreed that the non-union labor force workers would be ,

trained in monitoring and decontamination, in the event that they might
have to assist the MNG (Exhibit 63, p. 40).

29. IARROBINO acknowledged that he attended training on January 6, 1991,
given by BEco. IARROBIN0's best recollection of the. training.was that i,
they became familiar with the kits that contained the monitoring and
decontamination equipment. IARROBINO stated that the BEco training
included reviewing documents and practical sessions (Exhibit 63, pp.19,.
21, and 27)'.

P 30. IARROBINO stated that he did not consider the BEco training sessions to
have been "a joke." Although, initially, the BEco training sessions-
consisted of reviewing documents, GABALDON forced BEco into having~more.

,
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; practical sessions (Exhibit 63, p. -27)..;'

-..e, .
. ",

_ . .31'. - -IARRDBIND acknowledged that'the supervisors and managers who received:'

.the training in monitoring and decontamination knew;that they.could be ,

- called upon to do it-(Exhibit.63, p. 36). |
, .

-

3

32. -IARROBINO also opined that the NDPW managers and supervisors |had.enoughi
D)
;

training to adequately perform monitoring;and decontamination:-

(Exhibit 63,-pi 42). i
.

33. FRATTO advised that'the function of the E PW staff E the WRC caused;~

- 1

some' problems. FRATTO's understanding was that all MPW. staff -
'

;'
".

management'(non-union) and labor staff (union)-had'been trained in
.

monitoring and decontamination (Exhibit 33,,p. 4).-- <t

34. FRATTO stated th'at.the labor staff would set-up the WRC,.but not. assist'
.

in monitoring and decontamination.(Exhibit 33, p.- 4). o'-

35. A review of Training Attendance Records for the E PW staff for' April
1989, May 1989, September 1989, and February 1991, disclosed that. .

training was provided as stated by BECo. The training records are being:
maintained in the 01 office, Region I, and are available, for review. .

Conclusion No. 3:
i

Based on this-investigation, there is insufficient evidence-to conclude that
BEco provided incomplete'and/or. inaccurate information to the NRC regarding.

~ the training of MDPW staff in monitoring and decontamination activities. . :

!

i
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
.

, ,

Buzz HAUSNER,.a former MEMA employee was contacted and declined an~01-~
interview. David R00 HAM, Director, MEMA, was interviewed but provided no'

pertinent information (Exhibit 65).
~

.

.

,...
.. .

, ,

i
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LIST OF EXHIBITS.
., . ,

'

ir? ,

Exhibit*
'

1 -No. Description'

,
. .

M.. .

Excerpts from a Transcript of the September 6,.1990,;Public..'

-1
Meeting in Plyneuth,-Massachusetts

. . . _

W 2' -Excerpts fros'NUREG-1438'" Findings on Issues of Offsite., 1

Emergency _ Preparedness for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station." .|'

:

3 Letter from VARGA.to BIRO,. dated' September 14, 1990..'

.

4- Excerpts from the October 4, 1990, BEco lette, to ths NRC.-
'

r

5 BECo letter to the NRC, dated February _21, 1991; |

6 Excerpts from a Transcript of the February 25,.1991 Public b
Meeting in Plymouth, Massachusetts. |

:

7 Letter to P000LAK from GAVIGAN, dated March:18, 1991. j"

8 Letter to R00 HAM from GAVIGAN, dated April 7, 1991. .

9 Letter to R00 HAM from VARLEY, dated May.13, 1991.
s

10 Memorandum from CONGEL to Hayes, without attachments, dated ?
July 30, 1991. I

11 Request for Investigation from White to' Hayes .without- :
'

attachments, dated October 22, 1991.

12. Report of Interview with P000LAK, dated February 5, 1992,
with attachments. j

a. . ._

13 Report of Interview with-GOOD, dated February 28, 1992, with.
attachments.

14 Report of-Interview with ERICKSON, dated October 6, 1992. .

15 Report of Interview with'.VARGA, dated January 15,-1993.
|

16 Report of Interview with FLEMING, dated. December 12, 1991, d
and January 14. 1992, with attachments. .Lj

-

,
I-

.

Li
16A FLEMING's Comments on Report of Interview, provided to her

on January 25,-.1992, with attachments. .j

17 Report of Interview with SAMANO, dated August 17, 1992.
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"" Exhibit -

'

No. Descrintion j.
<

$18 Report of Interview with SAMANO,: dated Sept' ember 9,.1992, |
'

, >

. October 9, 1992,.and October 23, 1992.-
.

j
.

w .

.1~

18A' Report.of Interview with SAMAND, dated February 5,71993.- >

'

.
.1 ..

7,:1988.3f- 19 Letter to KAZUNAS from VEZINA,' dated October

$. 20 TestimonyofPATTERSON,datedMay11,199[.'
w

..

,

21 Testimony of PATTERSON,: dated December 22,:1992:
a

22 Testimony of GABALDON, dated August 18, 1992. . !
,

23 Report"of Interview with LANDRY, dated June'2, 1992.
:

24 Report of' Interview'with MONIQUE,.' dated June 2, 1992. j
l

25 Rergart of Interview with. CONN 0RS, dated June 2,-1992. |
.;-

..

.

26 Excerpt'from NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria.for- ||
:Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological. Emergency . .

Response Plans'and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power .
Plants."

27 Report of Interview with CERR0NE, dated June.2,-1992.

| 28 Testimony of HANNON, dated May 14, 1992. t{
-

29 Testimony of KISZKA, dated May 14, 1992.

i 30 Testimony of GAVIGAN,' dated March 18, 1992.-
:

31 Testimony of MURPHY, dated April 1,.1992. ,1
: .

32 Report of Interview with FORBES, dated July"22, 1992.

i 33 Report of Interview with FRATTO,' dated July;30, 1992..
-

!.
33A Report of Interview with SLANEY,' dated July 21, 1992.'

34 Testimony of VARLEY, dated August- 19, 1992.

34A Testimony of BIRD, January 7, 1993.

; .35 " Boston Edison, Nuclear Organization Procedure, Regulatory
i> Communication and Commitment Control Process,- NOP83A3."
.

j .-
:

.
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#: Exhibit-- ;

w ' No . Descriotion .

35A " Correspondence Review Sheet"' Subject:: '" Boston Edison''

~ <

Company Response to NRC Request for Information on Offsite- i
. Emergency Planning for Pilgrim." ;

'

J36
. ,

"Offsite. Issues Response Review Sheet,"LIssue No. Tr-70..

. g
I 37 Testimony of MARK 0VICH, dated August 19, }992.-

|
38. . Testimony of WEBER, dated August _18, 1992. j

' *

a_

38A Report of Interview'with WEBER, dated February _4,.1993.

39 Reportof:InterviewwithLAWLESS, dated'Februari 24,=1992.

40' Rei, ort of Interview with EICHHORN, dated March 2,_1992. ~)
,

41 Excerpts from " Pilgrim Station Evacuation Time Estimates and
Traffic Management Plan Update."

42 Excerpts from " Traffic Management Plans in Support of- .;
Reception Centers fer the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station."! 1

1

43 Report of Interview with GOLDBLATT, dated September.24, _j
1992, with attachments. j

|

44 Testimony of DAVIS, dated November 20, 1992. f
-

45 Testimony of GAVIGAN, dated April 1, 1992. j

45A Report of Interview with GAVIGAN, dated February 5,.1993.

46 Letter to WEBER from GOLDBLATT,. dated January 10, 1991, with
attachments.

47 Letter to WEBER from GOLDBLATT, dated January 23,:1991, with'.
attachments.

48 " Boston Edison, Pilgrim Station,_ Offsite EP Telecon Record"
'

to GAVIGAN from WEBER, dated January 31,-1991.

49 Unsigned Draft Letter from GAVIGAN to VARLEY,' undated.- 0
'

50 Unsigned Draft Letter, Bearing Handwritten Comments, from
,

GAVIGAN to VAP. LEY, undated.
'

1

I
51 ' Testimony'of MURRAY, dated April 1, 1992. j

-
i

52 Memorandum to RODHAM from LOVERING, dated March 6, 1991.
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Exhibit
No. Description -

53 Letter from LOVERING to WAGNER, dated February 20,.1991.

54 Testimony of LOVERING, dated April 15, 1992.
.,.

55 Testimony of WAGNER, dated May 14, 1992.
. , .

~

56 Letter to LOVERING from WAGNER, dated February 26, 1991.
,

57 Draft Letter to PODOLAK from GAVIGAN, dated March 18, 1991.

58 Memorandum to RODHAM from LOVERING, HAUSNER, and FRATTO,. I
dated March 20, 1991, with attachment. i

,

1

59 Letter to GAVIGAN from P000LAK, dated March 7, 1991, with. |
attachment.

.

60 Letter to GABALDON from GAVIGAN, dated November 6, 1990.

61 Memorandum to RODHAM from LOVERING, dated April 10, 1991. ;

62 Letter to JENKINS from GAVIGAN, dated October 23, 1991.

63 Testimony of IARROBINO, dated March 19, 1992.

64 Memorandum to FRATTO and BROWN-COUTURE from GABALDON, dated
January 7, 1991.

65 Testimony of RODHAM, dated April 2, 1992.

1
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APR 13'1993 |
1 MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas T.: Martin,. Regional. Administrator

.

: Region I
|

Thomas'E. Murley,JDirector. -

'

-Office'of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Jack R.,Goldberg,_ Deputy Assistant Generall
. Counsel for Enforcement- S

Office of the General Counsel j,

.FROM: James..Lieberman, Director ;

Office of Enforcement
'

' SUBJECT: OI REPORT 1-91-011; RE: PILGRIM *

'

The above captioned OI report involves the failure of Boston Edison. *

Company to provide complete information _concerning emergency. !
planning issues-(response time of the Massachusetts' National Guard)L !

in two letters-to the NRC. The. findings of.Lthe report indicate- |
'

that enforcement. action may be appropriate in'this case.' By conv- :
of this memorandum, I am requesting that OGC. analyze the report and ,

determine whether there is sufficient evidence to take enforcement
action. OE has assigned'EA 93-077 to track this case.. t

1

William Troskoski of my staff has discussed this case with-members .|
of your staff and arranged a telephone conference for.May:3,-1993, ;

at 9:00 a.m. to discuss the development of an enforcement action. i
At the time this teleconference was scheduled, each of your offices | j
expressed no' conflict. Please ensure that~someone from your staff- :i
will parti'cipate who can approve a course of action in this case.. ;

Should we fail to reach a consensus during the call, this matter- ;
will be referred to the DEDR for resolution. 1

Regional Staff 'may participate by. ' calling 'my office. at ':
-(301) 504-2741; those in headquarters may. attend in Room 7-H-1. If ,

there is a significant scheduling prioblem, please call me as soon.
.

as possible as an alternate time can be| arranged.- 1

'

)
3- . ;

M )
ames Lieberman, Director -|

ffice of. Enforcement I

cc: See Next Page
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cc: J.- L Sniezak,-DEDR- |

'M J..'Partlow,.NRR . .l

-B. Hayes,;0I ]
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